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What was intended to be the last
day of the constitutional convention
was called to 01 ler at 11 a. m. by
President Charlea A. Spiess. Chaplain Julius A. Hartman offered a fervent and beautiful prayer, which is
printed in another column. A recess
was then taken to permit the Republicans to hold another conference for
a discussion of the last propositions to
be included in the constitution. The
conference was an animated one and
stretched out considerabl beyond the
30 minutes allotted to it.
Republican Conference.
Though this is the' last day of the
constitutional convention,
important
additions and changes were made in
the document as formulated, in two
particulars. It is to be made more
easily amendable than It was deemed
advisable at first, thus taking to heart
the advice of
Roosevelt.
s
Instead of
majority of
each house being required, it will be
only a majority that will be needed to

Maryville. Mo.. Nov. 21. Oda Hub- bell, a farmer near Barnard, Mo., and
his wife and two children were shot
and killed at their home last night
by unknown persons, who set fire to
the house to conceal the crime.
A Gruesome Crime.
Maryville. Nov. 21. The children
were a boy and a girl, aged six and
four respectively. The fire was put
out by neighbors, who afterwards
found the charred remains of Hubbell
his wife and children. It is evident
that the children were killed while
Pools of blood outside of
sleeping.
the house indicated that Hubbell had
fought With the murderer there nnrt
had been dragged into the house after
ne was killed. There is no clue to the
identity of the murderer.
CHOLERA IN ROME
HAS BEEN CHECKED.

Governor Mills today
appointed
John B. McGuinness of Albuquerque, a
notary public.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received from Game Warden T.
P. Gable
$275.25.
Thus far, this
month, the game warden's office has
contributed almost $3,000 to the territorial treasury. He received
today
from Deputy Warden James K. Plate-ro- ,
$125, the Territory's share of the
fines of Moses Santron, Lewis Daily,
Valentin Concho, Albert Paisano, Iv
guna Indians. The Magdalena News
in its last issue praises Game Warden
Gable for clearing the Daul Forest of
Indians who thus far have killed 500
deer in the forest but on account of
the lesson taught them this year, will
hardly violate the game laws in the

anti-pas-

anti-pas-

mands of Mora and Guadalupe counties, and the article on Miscellaneous
Provisions, which was up in the Re-

publican conference last
which did not adjourn until
this morning.
Afternoon

to

evening
2

o'clock

Session.

the last hour compromises
be decided on this afternoon is a

Among

proposition to reserve 30,000 acres of
the 200,000 acres of lieu lands to be
still selected, for a normal school to
be located in eastern New Mexico by
a future legislature. This with the
proposition that amendments to the
constitution may be proposed by a
majority of the legislature after the
first state legislature, and may be ratified by a majority of the people provided that majority amounts to 40 per
cent of the vote cast at the previous
general election, will go far toward
securing a hearty approval of the
constitution by the Democratic voters
who have been holding off thus far
with their verdict Under it, three
amendments to the constitution may
be proposed every eight years and a
constitutional convention may be held
in twenty years to revise the constitution or adopt a new one. It is a liberal concession to the demands of the
progressives and one that will appeal to all of the people.
It was 3:15 p. m., when the convention was called to order. A resolution was introduced by Malaquias
Martinez, designating J. d. Sena to
translate Immediately Into Spanish the
constitution
and
the
journal,
compensation to be $750; also
to
$40
each of five
allowing
employes in the office or Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa for extra work
performed on account of the convention; also that three members of the
convention remain four days to com-- ,
plete the journal and that the president
of the convention designate a stenographer to assist the territorial secretary. The resolution carried by 58
votes.
The president designated G. A.
Richardson, Atanasio Rolbal and Jose
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Incorporation.

Mayor Nathan Compains That Cleri-ca- l
Enemies Are Spreading
submit a constitutional amendment to
Disquieting Reports.
i
the people but no amendments are to
be proposed at the first legisla.
T
M
xvume, inov. zi. in a speech opens
ture.
An
amendment
was also tacked to the fundamental ing the session of the Municipal Council today Mayor Nathan complained
s
law, so that the
provisions
will apply to several state officials. that interested hotel keepers abroad,
At least this is what was decided especially in America and Switzerat the session of the Republi- land, had given currency to exaggercan conference which did not adjourn ated reports of the cholera epidemic
until 1 o'clock this afternoon and that in Italy, thus serving "the lower, inwas about the liveliest, although, per- terested motives of the clericals, who
wish to detract from the success of
haps, the last, to be held.
the festivities in 1911 in celebration of
Saturday's Sessions.
Similarly on Saturday afternoon, the the proclamation of Rome as the Caconvention like the ' French general pital of United Italy. Considering the
of old "marched up the hill and then influx of the people from the provinmarched down again." While the re- ces to the
capital, it was impossible,"
port of the Committee on Revision on the mayor said, "to avoid sporadic
Corporations was up for final action, cases in Rome, but measures had
A. H. Hudspeth offered an amendbeen adopted to isolate the sick and
ment, giving the legislature unlimited
result being
powers to amplify the provisions of prevent contagion, the
the article. A vehement debate re- that in four months there had been
sulted. In the place of the Hudspeth but twenty three cases in the city, a
amendment, a new section offered by less number than had occurred in
A. B. Kail was adopted.
It provided Berlin, Vienna and Budapest Nathan

-

Jsux

future.

two-third-

that the legislature may further specify the duties and powers of the Commission on Corporations but within
the limits prescribed by the article.
During the evening recess, a change
of mind took place and with the consent of Fall, this new section was reconsidered and stricken out. During
the debate, a masterful argument and
defense of the article on Corporations
other than Municipal, was made by
H. O. Bursum.
At the evening session, too, the
convention found itself in a snarl over
the revision of the article on Education, which finally resulted in striking
out, upon motion of A. B.- Fall, of
the section limiting the change of
school text books to five year intervals, the law already providing for
thi3. It' was after midnight, when the
convention adjourned on Saturday,
leaving for the Monday sessions the
disposition of the article on Apportionment which was changed at the
last minute to conform with the de-
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Vernon I.. Sullivan,
tele- Washington, Nov. 21.
the capable,
grams reaching the State Department popular Territorial Engineer of the
from officials In Mexico mention va- - Territory today handed
Governor
rious revolutionary disturbances
but Mills his resignation to take effect on
all agree in one respect, and that is New Year. The resignation was acthat the Diaz government is strong cepted with much regret but as Mr.
enough to repress the revolutionists. Sullivan resigned to accept a situation

hinted briefly to his controversy with
the Vatican and hinted at possible
connection between the artificially
spread fears of the cholera and the
fears trumpeted in the name 'of health
of soul which mean war against Rome
and the patriotic manifestation of
1911.

FORTY MILLIONS IN
WORTHLESS

STOCKS.

Alleged to Have Been Unloaded
Public By Firm of Brokers
Raided by Uncle Sam.

on

Incorporation papers were filed today in the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the Cerrillos
Lead Mining Company. The capitali
zation is $500,040 divided into 50,000
shares of which 5,000 are preferred.
The incorporators and directors are:
F. C. Wilson, 1 share, John H. Kna-ebe- l
1 share, F. S. Donnell 1000 shares
all of Santa Fe, where the headquarters are to be located with F. C. Wil
son as the statutory agent.
Teachers Wanted,
The County School Sunfintendent
or Sierra County writerthe Department of Education that he needs seven more teachersv'He also reports
that the newmodern
school house at Hillsboro is nearing
three-roome-

d

completion.

Inspected Irrigation Works.
Assistant Territorial Engineer Char
les D. Miller has returned from an
inspection trip in Colfax, Mora and
Union counties where he examined irrigation works for certificates of construction and other purposes. The E.
O. Brown works on the Rito de la Piano at Springer, the Thomas McMyrtle
and Martin projects near Abbott; the
Ute Creeks, Airolo, Clayton, Corrum-pa- ,
the Dry Cimarron, the Gross, the
McCuiston and other projects and sections were visited. He reports himself as much pleased with the progress made and with the possibilities
that such streams as Dry Cimarron offer for future development.
The post office at Ford, Quay county, New Mexico has been discontinued

New York, Nov. 21. Federal officers
this afternoon raided the offices of AID FOR GARMENT WORKERS
AND BUILDING TRADES.
Burr Brothers, dealers in stocks and
other securities. The raid was made
on warrants charging the use of the American Federation Also Takes Up
for Settlement Question of
mails to defraud. The postofflce offJurisdiction.
icials say that the firm has sold to in
St. Louis, Nov. 21. Aid for the
vestors at par value between forty and
fifty millions in stocks of various com- striking garment workers of Chicapanies, most of which have gone out go and for the building trades of Los
of existence or become bankrupt.
Angeles was recommen'ded by the
resolutions committee at today's session of the convention of the AmeriPOPULATION OF KANSAS FIVE
TIMES THAT OF NEW MEXICO. can Federation of Labor. It is believed that the recommendations will
Washington, D. C, Nov. 21. The be adopted. The question of jurispopulation of the state of Kansas is diction between the Mine Workers
1,690,949, an increase of 220,454, or 15 and the Federation of Miners was also
before the convention today.
per cent over 1900.
LET US PRAY.

Father Almighty, Author and Finisher of all things, Source of
all righteous law, Lord of all nations and states,
We stand before Thee, lifting up our eyes with gratitude and confidence to the throne of Thine mercy.
Let Thy ears be attentive to the voice of our supplication.
The work, Thy servants have been entrusted with by the people of
this land is done;
The constitutional laws, the immovable rock, upon which the new
State of New Mexico is to be built, is laid in solid ground.
To Thee be thanks and glory, O Lord,
For Thou hast stretched forth Thy hand, supported our faltering
steps and led us to final success.
Pour out Thy blessing on those, who have labored and toiled and
courageously borne the burden of the day and the heat and patiently sowed their seed.
God,

But above all, grant them fulfillment of their desires and let their
work bear superabundant fruit;
For, "We only planted and watered, but the Lord giveth the In

crease."

Impress the seal of Thy holy name on our constitution. And it
will find its way to the hearts of all and approval in the
eyes' of
those who are called to search its true value and worth.
And as Thy servants have worked harmoniously as brothers,
as patriots,
So both the people and those at the helm of the Nation may do the
same, letting the, common good be the mainspring of their action.

J..
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HON. FRANK W. PARKER, A

If any county has reason to be
proud of its representation in the
Constitutional Convention it is Dona
Ana. The Mesilla Valley sent
a
quartet of delegates, the peer of any
at Santa Fe and those on the inside
are aware that no delegation had
greater influence as a whole in shaping the progressive features of the
Constitution
than the Dona Ana
crowd. Judge Frank W.
Parker,
was the leader of the
naturally,
his official standing as
delegation;
a judge of the Supreme Court of the
his official poise, his
Territory,
recognized ability; his quiet
were factors that wrote inon
to the Constitution the Article
Judiciary which provides" for an
elective Judiciary
from top tt bottom, and other features, the value
of which
are already recognized
and will be apby the Convention
preciated by the people. In fact, a
few of the more conservative members complained that Judge Parker
was too much disposed to consider
all sides of a question, that he
was too judicial to" make
the
kind of "stand-pat- "
partisan that
they thought he ought to be. But
it is that absolute fairness, that logical reasoning power, which fit Judge
Parker so eminently to hold a place
like that of Chief Justice in the new
state, or would make him a valued reforce-fulnes-

presentative at Washington, D. C, for
the new state, Bhould the political
chess game take such a turn as to
make a compromise candidate advisable among the many other aspirants
for senatorial and congressional honors. The New Mexican will repeat
from the biography it recently published of the Judge:
An indication of the caliber of the
members of the constitutional convention can be gleaned from the fact that
two Judges of the Territorial Supreme
Court are members and one of these
is the veteran Jurist, Hon. Frank W.
Parker who comes as a delegate from
Dona Ana county, his home being in
Las Cruces.
Hon. Frank Wilson Parker, presiding Judge of the third judicial district,
was born "n Sturgis, Michigan, October 16. 1860. He was a Bon of
James Wilson and Maria Antoinette
(Thompson) Parker.
Having completed a high school

JUST

AND

UPRIGHT JUDGE.

course in his native city, he afterward
pursued an elective course fn the literary department of the University of
Michigan in conjunction
with the
study of law, and was graduated from
the law department of that fnstitu-- ;
tion in March 1SS0. He then opened
!an office for practice In his native
town and folloved his profession there
for a little more than a year.
On October 1, 1881, Judge Parker
coming to New Mexico, located at Socorro, and a month later was examined by a committee and admitted to
practice. He first settled at Mesilla,
then the county seat of Dona Ana
county, where he maintained his office
for a year. In the fall of 1882 he
moved to Kingston, Sierra county, a
mining town then enjoying a boom.
In May 1883, he removed to Hillsboro, where he practiced law though
spending the greater portion of his
time in Las Cruces. He practiced in
Hillsboro and the surrounding counties until elevated to the bench, being appointed on January 10, 1898, by
President McKinley to be an associate justice of the supreme court of
New Mexico, a position he still holds.
He was
by President
Roosevelt in December 1901, and again
in December 1905. He was reappointed by President Taft recently.
The only other office the judge has
held was that of superintendent of
schools of Sierra county.
Judge Parker has been closely associated with various public interests in New Mexico. He was a member of a militia company organized at
Hillsboro during the Geronimo raid,
but was in no active service. He
was made a Mason in Kingston Lodge,
A. F. & A. M.; belongs to the cnapter
and commandery at Deming, the
Shrine at Albuquerque, and to the
Elks lodge at Silver City.
In politics, the Judge has always
been a staunch Republican. Upon
the bench he has made an excellent
record for the judicial soundness and
impartiality of his decisions, seeming
to lose utterly that personal view and
prejudice which Interfere with the
uniform administration of Justice, and
he is regarded today as one of the
ablest representatives of the Judiciary
in the southwest. But few of his opinions in his many years on the bench
have been reversed by the higher tribunals.
-
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DUMA HONORS

DEAD

AUTHOR

DISCRIMINATION

IS

CHARGED

Adjourns Although It Is

Consi-

dered a Challenge to
Greek Church.

St. Petersburg, Nov. 21. The Duma
adjourned today's session in respect to
the memory of Count Tolstoi. The decision was reached only after a wrangle, the members of the extreme right
contending that to honor Tolstoi's
memory would be to challenge thp
Greek Catholic church. Many, socle-tie- s
and organizations are preparing
to send delegations to the funeral.

Territory Wants to Be on Equal
Footing as to All Its
Towns.

.

Washington, Nov. 21. With a view
of putting all or part of Arizona on
an equal footing as to express rates
and to stimulate more business the
Arizona Railway Commission
today
filed with the Interstate
Commerce
Commission complaint against
the
Wells Fargo Express Company. The

complaint alleges that the rates as to
a number of specified towns are unjust and higher than the rates established by the Interstate Commerce

which will pay him twice as much

as his present one, and as in his new
position he can be of untold good to
this commonwealth
by
directing
practically unlimited development of
its resources, he will not be urged to
remain at his post. In his new place
he is to have charge of all irrigation
enterprises on the Kansas City, Mexico and Orient Railroad, that wonderful line of steel from Kansas City to
Tobolobampo an" the Pacific Coast,
and which is being build by Arthur E.
Stilwell with Hutch and British capital. But a few gaps of the road remain to be constructed.
Mr. Sullivan's successor probably
will be his assistant Charles D. Miller fully cognizant anil in sympathy

with the work so well done by Mr.
Sullivan the past three years. These
are some of the things accomplished
by him during his brief incumbency.
He has brought an unimportant office up to be one of the most important in the Territory. It now being
one of the most progressive and furnishes a very large amount of data to
the public.
The office has one stenographer and
five salaried engineers.
Has placed New Mexico water resources before the public all over the
United State.
He waged a campaign
on more
scientific and economical use of water
for irrigation purposes.
Has, through the writing and distribution of bulletins, assisted the farmer regarding various lines of irrigation.
Obtained the Carey Act through the
aid of Delegate Andrews. The original fc:!! drawn up by him and the Attorney General, Hervey, passed Congress

without amendment.
Has started and obtained the collection of hydrographien data by the
most modern methods of today.
Has brought forth the possibilities
of water power and the great water
resources that can he developed from
the underflow.
Has started a system of highways
in which every road built is an example of goods roads construction.
Mr. Sullivan was appointed territorial engineer by Governor Curry.
He came here from Carlsbad, Eddy
county, where he had been engineer
for the Pecos Valley and Irrigation
Company. Santa Fe will regret greatly to lose Mr. Sullivan and his family
but best wishes will accompany them
to their new home.
Letter of Resignation.

November 21st, 1910.
Hon. Wm. J. Mills, Governor of New
Mexico, Building.
My Dear Governor
Having been
tendered several lucrative positions of
late, one of which is by a large railroad company, I feel that it is to my
interest to accept it.
It has been with much hesitancy
that I have considered any of them
for my relations with you as well as
the other governors under whom I
have served, have been so congenial
that it is with regret that I tender my
resignation as your territorial engineer to take effect January 1st, 1911.
Yours very truly,
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,

Territorial Engineer.
Governor Praises Him.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan received today the following letter from Governor Mills, accepting his
resignation:
"My Dear Mr. Sullivan I am just
in receipt of your letter of the 21st
in st. in which you state that you have
been tendered a lucrative position
with a large railroad and that you
feel constrained to accept it on account of the salary being so much
larger than that you are getting as
territorial engineer.
"While I congatulate you on having
your merits and ability recognized by
an outside corporation at the same
time I regret exceedingly that the
Territory is to lose the benefit of your
services. You have always been such
an active worker, competent engineer
and so honest in all your dealings that
it will be exceedingly difficult for the
Territory to fill the vacancy caused by
your resignation. With much regret,
however, I will accept your resignaCRIPPEN.WILL BE HANGED
tion to take effect January 1, 1911.
ON WEDNESDAY.
"Very truly yours,
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
"Governor."
London, Nov. 21. Dr. Crippen's peVernon L. Sullivan, Esq., Territorial
tition for reprieve was denied today,
the Home Secretary announcing that Engineer, Santa Fe, N. M.
he declined to interfere with the sentence of the court. Crlppen will be SEINE FLOODS AGAIN CAUSE
executed on the morning of November
HEAVY LOSSES IN PARIS.
,u.
23.
Paris, Nov. 21. The river Seine is
falling slightly again today. The flood
Commission in July 1910, as the maxi- has caused heavy losses, hundreds of
mum between Phoenix, Tempe, Mesa persons having been obliged to abandon their houses bordering the river.
and other Arizona towns.
d

d

Many Societies Will Send Railway Commission Files
Complaint Under Interstate
Delegations From All
Commerce Act
Russia
of
Parts

self-denyi-

And thus we hope and pray to God, the Dispenser of all good, that
the organic laws, which we now submit to the people, if approved
and received by the Nation, will be so many stones
of a temple of peace,
of a tower of strength,
an anchor of hope,
a fountain of life and prosperity;
That the stone, which was rejected so long, may become the CORNER-STONE
of a powerful and prosperous empire in the Southwest of these United States,
And leave to generations to come the heritage of faith in God and
its immortal hope.
IN GOD WE TRUST.
AMEN.
CONCLUDING PRAYER BY CHAPLAIN JULIUS A. HARTMAN.

Will Maintain Neutrality.
21.
Nov.
Washington,
Brigadier
Iloyt, Commander of the Department
of Texas, has been Instructed by the
War Department to hold troops in
readiness to meet any call made by
the Governor of Texas to preserve
neutrality on the part of the United
States in connection with the revolt
in Mexico.
All Quiet at Zacatecas.
San Antonio, Nov. 21. The report
from Marathon, Texas, this morning
says that ritles and ammunition were
shipped into Mexico from that point
yesterday and three men in charge
stated openly that they were for the
une of the revolutionists.
The telegram says further that the revolutionists are gathering in Chihuahua state,
south of Marfa, and preparing to at
tack Chihuahua City.
Reyes is Coming.
Eagie Pass, Nov. 2t. "General Bernardo Reyes is coming!" That is the
whisper that has gone with telegraphic swiftness up and down the Rio
Grande. If this is true and many
Mexicans assert it is, it means that
the revolutionists have at their head
a man superior In military training
to any other man in Mexico, not even
excepting President Diaz himself.
Plotting Downfall of Reyes.
Eagle Pass, Nov. 21. General Reyes was once the business friend of
President Diaz. He is now said to be
an exile from his country. He was
sent a year ago to Paris on a "military mission." Since then no word
has come from him until today when
s
caution words were sent from
to Las Vacas. It was reported
among the Alexicans 'thafhe wilt
reach Eagle Pass within ten days. Reyes, was governor of Nuevo Leon, that
hot bed of revolution in Mexico. During the last campaign for President
in Mexico, some of his admirers proposed his name as
Subqupnt events appeared to prove
that Reyes, while avowing perfect
amity and friendship for Diaz, was
plotting his downfall. Theadherence
of General Reyes openly assert he is
now foot lose and has a strong following in all parts of the Republic.
Outbreak Quickly Quashed.
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 21 A revolutionary outbreak took place at Hernandez, about a hundred miles south,
last night. Four citizens and two policemen are reported wounded. The
demonstration was of shart duration.
The street quickly tilled with soldiers
shouting
and the crowd dispersed
"Down with Diaz!" The town is now
quiet.
None In New Mexico.
Washington, Nov. 21 The newspaper Paix Which has been publishing
violent and Incendiary articles against
Ambassador Wilson will probably be
It is evident from the
suppressed.
activity of the American consuls near
the border and other officials, that the
United States government is doing everything possible to prevent violations
of the neutrality laws. It Is said at
the war department that General Hoyt
in command of the department of
Texas, has received no instructions
from the department for the disposition of his forces but is simply acting
under the department's Injunction to
rigidly execute the provisions of the
neutrality laws. It is believed that
the federal troops in Texas will be
ample to meet any emergency, along
the border. The soldiers available for
the immediate service are stationed
at the following points: Ten troops of
the Third cavalry, the entire regiment
of the Twenty-seconInfantry and
three batteries of the Third field artillery at Fort Sam Houston. A battalion of the Twenty-thirinfantry at
each of the following posts; Fort Mcintosh, Clark and Bliss; two troops of
cavalry at Fort Huachuca. Arizona,
and ont battalion of the Eighteenth
infantry at Whipple Barracks, Arizona.
Infantry Rushed to Orizaba.
Mexico City, Nov. 21. A regiment
of infantry was rushed to Orizaba,
state of Vera Cruz early today in response to an urgent appeal from the
authorities for protection against rebellious workingmen.
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less the keynote of their success, for
they are packing the theaters throughout the country.
There will be a big free street parade at noon, headed by the best minstrel band In America, and a concert
in front of the theater at 7:30 o'clock
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Shortly before last Christmas, the
New Mexican, with other papers ot
the southwest, printed an appeal lor
contributions to the Childrens' Home
Society of. Albuquerque, to enable it
by surgical help, to restore to "Little
Minnie," the, use of her limbs. The
response was generous, and Dr. C E
Lukens, superintendent of the society,
is today happy to state, that the little
sufferer has been restored to complete health. The New Mexican taltes
pleasure in publishing the following
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Lakewood, N. M., Nov. 10th, 1910.
Dear Mr. Lukens:
I suppose that you think by this
time that I am the most ungrateful
person in xistence, and I am really
ashamed of my neglect after what you
have done; but have been very busy,
and when I wasn't busy, have been
admiring my baby. Now you won't
blame me, for it was ten long months,
but my! what wonderful months for
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The knights were
their ladies lily fair.
The silver armor glittered
upon the roadway there.
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LIFE'S INN.
The Wide World stands
beside the sunny way.
For page and squire and knight and
dame to halt and ride away;
And crimson sweet the roses flamed
tkat lay upon my breast,
When all the world was but an inn,
and I a welcome guest.
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Minnie. She has worn out one pair
of shoes and is wearing the other
pair. I keep them on all the time.
She sleeps in them, and I can hold
of revenge, obtaining immunity
her toes out and she takes, the exercise you said. She gets around bet- jfrom punishment through the operater and never complains of them, tions of the unwritten statutes that
termed "Arizona" justice. Mr.
hurting any more, and she is getting iare
these attendant
so strong and she is well satisfied Thomas has handled
a
with
circumstances
great deal of
cried
for
with mama; but at first she
been success- and
has
skill
technical
she found
you. The first, morning
a quality
to
his
in
ful
play
imparting
you was gone, she cried like her little ; of
that is intrinsic and
atmosphere
if
she
had
and
heart would break,
not at all dependent upon the matespied you behind that tree, I suppose rial assistance that is to be obtained
I would have had trouble, as we were
from the expert utilization of the
out hunting for you. She watched mechanical
appliances of the theater.
every train for a week, and would
cry because the doctor wouldn't come.
TO AND FROM KOSWELL.
What a wonderlful change, not only
made wlti Automobile
Connectlon
in her feet, but in her dear little eyes.
Not longer that sad, troubled look, line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
when she sees others at play; but "I Automobile leaves Vaughn lor Roscan walk too, see my shoes the doctor well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at RosAutomobile leaves
got for me." We can never tnank you well at 3:30 p. m.
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
litthis
who
but
knows;
poor
enough;
6
m. The
tle pitiful cripple you did so much for, and arrives at Vaughn at p.
and Torrance
Fe
Santa
between
fare
may one day return your kindness in
Torrance and
some way. May God bless and reward la $3.80 and between
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoyou.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Your true friend,
MRS. MAUD CORN.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT Is (ruanintoed to cure
any case of ItuhinR. Blind, Bleeding or Prohealth.
truding PUvs in 6 to 14 days or money reSmallpox Case at Las Cruces Two funded, BOe.
strangers came Into Las Cruces and
stayed around there, One of them was
feeling badly and went to a physician When You Are
who immediately diagnosed his condi"AH Broke
tion as a well developed case of
smallpox. The man gave his name as
J. H. Garlick and his companion as J.
F. Johnson.
They have been traveling
over New Mexico, doing painting and
sign work, and seemed to be anxious
for work. County Physician McBride
took charge of the case and had the
patient taken to a deserted house at
the eastern edge of town, on the mesa,
where he will be taken care of until
he recovers.

When each far distant turning held
the promise of a guest.
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complain and curse
in spiteful accents shrill
Because another draws his rein, my
wonted place to fill?
But ere Old Age the taper takes, to
light me to my rest,
I'll draw his chair and drink his
health, and make him welcome
guest.
Martha Haskell Clark in December
Smart Set.

45

satisfaction assuredEODORE

corrick's hack line

HICK SERVICE

PoXpriL

High Grade
Hand Bags
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Baggies and Saddle Horses

The Finest Line in the City.

EXCLUSIVE
STICK PINS

PATTERNS
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etc.

Fine Line of Jewel Boxes in Gold and Silver.
345 San

Francisco Street,
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Money Orders Issued in New Mexi
co In New Mexico during the past fis
cal year, postoffices issued 43,492 orders of $2,895,287.88, and foreign or
ders numbering 3,406 for $125,478.95.
The number of domestic orders paid
while
was 149,082 for $1,832,666.19,
823 foreign money orders for $10,504.-7were paid.
New Mavor for Tucumcari At the
regular session of the Tucumcari
city council L. E. Lange, attorney,
was elected mayor to fill the unexpired term of J. A. Youree, who resigned last week. The election holds until the spring elections of 1912. May
Former
or Lange Is a Democrat.
Mayor Touree was obliged to resign
the office and leave on account of his

& KIM0NAS

EVERY ONE A FIT AND
GUARANTEED TO WEAR.

WE ARE ALSO SHOWING A FINE LINE
OF 'READY TO WEAR CLOTHES, LADIES
SUITS, MlbSES AND CIIIIDREN'S COATS

WE TAKEQMEASURES FOR

LADIES SUITS
And Guarantee a Fit.

btLl GMN

BROS CO.

P. O. Box 219

Phone 39

Maine to California.
The performance given by this com
pany, unlike many given by their
white competitors, is strictly clean
and refined. Not a suggestive word.
song, joke or action finds a place in
their program it is said.
This motto of cleanliness Is doubt- Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
Contain Mercury.
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it
Such
through the mucous surfaces.
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do
is ten fold to the good you can possibly derive from them. Hall's Ca
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you
get the genuine. It is taken internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by all druggists. Price 75c per
bottle.
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Plays and Players.

knock was there of Misery nor
Georgia Minstrels.
step of grimy Toll;
Appearance is everything! You can- But Bold Adventure raised the latch, , not help but be impressed with the ap
his palfrey heaped with spoil,
pearance of Richards & Pringle's MinWhile Romance flew to hold his rein strels when they visit here Friday
and wait on his behest,
night.
When all the world was but an Inn,
No old
faded, worn-ou- t
And I a welcome guest.
pawardrobe, no sloppy,
d
rade. Instead you will see the
And what care I that youth must fade,
minstrel parade you have
to
and love locks turn
gray?
ever seen on your streets. Uniforms
Forsooth, at every inn there lies of the costliest material, built by the
some reckoning to pay!
best tailors in the land. And the de
I"ve warmed my heart beside their
portment of these talented colored
of
their
best,
fire, partaken
boys is always a subject of comment
an
inn.
was
but
world
When all the
in every city they visit; and that inAnd I a welcome guest.
cludes all the principal ones from
So why should I

TAILORED WAISTS

H01SE DRESSES
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best-dresse-

FOOD.

LADIES
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Sole Agents For
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Incorporated 1903

hard-hearte- d
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PURCHASES

CASH

ALL;

Established 1856.

in the evening.
The Elks' theater on Friday November 25th.
"Arizona" Here Saturday.
Augustus Thomas' great American
play, "Arizona" which will appear at
the Elks' theater Saturday November
26th is primarily the best play that
author has written and is said to be
far superior to the other neighborhood dramas of "Alabama" and "In
Missouri." The main posture of circumstances is far from new the assumption of repute for guilt by a man
in order to save the name of a woman
who has been tempted and was on the
brink of the precipice of disgrace and
Affected by this posture
ostracism.
are the relations of a woman and her
husband, the love
proud,
man and
affair of the
his fiance, the sister of the tempted
woman; the attitude towards the morally justified husband of the wife's
honest, frank but blinded parents; the
personal, social and military reputathe
tion of the man who assumed
guilt, and the vengeance sought on
the tempter by the lover of a girl
whom the former had ruined before
turning his attention to his wife.
To all of this there is a poetically
just denounement, for husband and
wife are reunited in the discovery of
her love for him; the lovers mutual
happiness in the eyes of his sweetheart that clears the youth o( ah guilt
and dishonor in the eyes of his sweet- heart, her parents, his comrades and
the world; and the tempter is killed
by the lover of his victim, the instru-jmen- t
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MONDAY,

AL

in the way of a suit, after passing
through a rainstorm that has transformed your next looking suit into the
appearance of a bundle of rags, don't
dispair, or get mad, but send the garments to us. In less time than you
think we will return you a new suit,
to all appearance and you will find
and presit clean and
sed hack into shape.And our charges
are low.
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Tar

MR. CARVER:
You won't mind Carving that bird if you have a Carving Knife
that will "CARVE."
V' ' ; MRS. CARVER:
You'll be glad to have your friends dine with you If you have new
Knives, Forks and Spoons for the table.
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Anthracite Coal all Sizes,
MONTEZUMA
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Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

AVENUE

t. 4 8. F.

Telephone

Depot,

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

fresh-lookin-

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
CLEAN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NEW MANAGEMENT
EQUIPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- -

Julius Muralter, Tailor.
Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenues.

KERR'S
PLAZA BARBERSHOP
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Hats Made New.
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East Side
piaza

For i9 year the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE.DE

BATHS

Flno Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

LUXE QUININE & FITCH

BATHS

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
aundry on Mondaye andandTuesdays
E'ridays
and deliver on Thursdays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.

V

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
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CHAS. CLGSSON

an object lesson of precision. Not ordinary accuracy, but that
which draws conclusions with small fractions of a grain.
OUR METHODS INSURE THE EXACT PROPORTIONS PRESCRIBED BY THE PHYSICIAN.
IMPORTANT TO THE PATIENT.
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT THING TO THE DOCTOR-MO- RE

Prescription Department

MONDAY,

A GOOD REASON.

Santa Fe People Can Tell You Why
It Is So.

Doan's Kidney Pills cure the cause
of disease, and that is why the cures
This remedy
are always lasting.
strengthens and tones up the kidneys,
helping them to drive out of the body
the liquid poisons that cause backache, headache and distressing kidney
and urinary complaints. Santa Fe people testify to permanent cures.
Jose Ortis y Baca, Alto St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "In 1907 I procured Doan's Kidney Pills and used them
for pains in my back which had
troubled me for three years. Doan's
Kidney Pills brought prompt relief
and proved so satisfactory that gave a
public statement in their favor. Now,
after two and a half years have passed, I gladly confirm every word of that
testimonal. I can add that I have
since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
them a more thorough trial and have
received great relief. I konw that
this remedy Is a sure cure for backache and kidney complaint."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Foster-Milbur-

IHE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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Notice for Publication.
(06966 Not Coal)
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
November 8, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that George
Lathrop of Lamy, N. M., who, on Sep-
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TEE SOUTHWEST
Story of Kit Carson as Told
by Glenn D. Bradley in a

November Magazine
LIVEO

HAD

JNJim

FE

Was Member of Local Masonic
Lodge and Had Home
at Taos.
Kit Carson stands with the foremost
of that little group of brave hearted
men who pushed back the frontier
and helped win the great west in
this instance the southwest for civilization and the Union. Few names
appeal so vividly to the American
imagination, few can so easily conjure to the mind deeds of heroic daring and thrilling adventure.
Throughout the country the name of
Kit Carson is today a household word.
Carson has stood the crucial test of
fame; his career is replete with a
high sense of personal honor, and his
deeds never have been evilly spoken
of.
Cities in three states, a lake, a
river and many canons and creeks
bear the name of this distinguished
scout and Indian fighter. Carson was,
in many respects, one of the most remarkable characters this country
ever has produced. He was also one
of the most representative types of
the famed west, that region which always has been, and will continue to
be, "the most American part of Amer"

made homestead enSection
for SW
try No.
2, Township 11 N, Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver ica."
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 23rd day The average person doubtless thinks
of December, 1910.
of this man as did an acquaintance of
Claimant names as witnesses:
his, who, writing in 1853, spoke as folto
Macario Leyba, Polito Leyba, Ati- - lows: "I had frequently listened
lano Quintana, Isabel Leyba, all of the wild tales of daring which he had
The Kit Carson of
Leyba, N. M.
performed.
MANUEL OTERO,
my imagination was over six feet
Register. high and a sort of modern Hercules
in his build, with an enormous beard
and a voice like a roused lion, whose
talk was all of 'stirring incidents by
flood and field.' The real Kit Carson
I found to be a plain, simply, unostentatious man, rather below the medium
height, with brown, curling hair, little or no beard, and a voice as soft
and gentle as a woman's. In fact, the
hero of a hundred desperate encounters, whose life had been spent mostly amid wildernesses where the white
man was almost unknown, was one
a sort
of Dame Nature's gentlemen
of article which she gets up occasionally but nowhere in better shape
than among the backwoods of Amer
ica."
ENJOY AUTUMN BY
Yet this same undersized, mild manDRIVING THRU
nered little man had a figure like
THE COUNTRY
wire, nerves of steel, unflinching will
It's the best route back to nature, power and resourcefulness unsurpass
and will Imbue new life into your ed. A fight with Indians or Mexicans
wearied mind. The most pleasure seems to have inspired him with
double strength. As described by an
will be obtained by driving the
old plainsman, he "Was a devil inSTYLISH LIVERY
carnate in an Indian fight, who raisWe can furnish you. Our horses are ed more hair from heads of Redskins
all equal to the trip and our car- than any two other men in the westriages ride with ease and grace.
ern country." It is known further
Don't forget to secure your rig that men, of giant size, fierce bullies
from us.
of the mountains but of unquestioned
courage, soon learned to fear this
4 SISI5G
little man ad avoid meeting him In
conflict.
Yet his honor commanded
310 San Francisco St 'Phone 139 Re
their respect, for his word never was
broken.
A maker of military reputations was
Kit Carson. Skilled commanders of
We Have Built Up
high rank confided in him and intrusted the success of their achievements
to his genius of leadership. And Carson always made good. He won the
confidence of the federal government
and was one of the builders of New
Mexico. Yet he was, to the end of his
life, simple and unaffected, faithful to
duty, loyal to his friends and never
given to boasting or loud talk. He
was as great in character as in genius.
Christopher Carson (always called
"Kit") was born of poor parents in
Madison county, Kentucky, on December 24, 1809. While yet a babe his
parents, with the true western spirit,
emigrated to Missouri, settling in
our Paint buslnes ty giving only the what
is now Howard county, near the
best grades for a reasonable price. center of that state.
Concerning
Every can of our Paint Is reliable. It young Carson's early boyhood we
Is made of the best White Lead and know but little. He never received
colors, giving a uniform much schooling and it seems that his
coat and spreading easily an3 smooth father apprenticed him to a harness-makeKit does not appear to have
ly without streaks or spots. These
colors will not fade In the isun, and liked the leather worker s trade; to
borrow
they cover a large surface. One coat he soon the words of another writer,
"fell off the bench." Possessof our Paint Is as good as two of other
ed of a restless, roving disposition, he
kinds.
seems to have felt the call of the west
In his blood, and in 1826, at the age
of seventeen, he listened to that call
tember

18, 1905.
8525-0696-

and ran away from home to Join a
party of Santa Fe traders his first
journey across the plains.
It was on this trip that Carson gave
his first exhibition of real nerve. Following the old trail the caravan hail
about reached the present site of
Great Bend, on the Arkansas river,
when one of the teamsters, in carelessly pulling a gun from a wagon,
accidentally shot himself. The bones
of his arm were badly shattered by the
bullet and the man nearly died from
loss of blood, but he kept on with
After a few days gangrene let
in and it was seen that only an amputation could save the poor fellow's
life. As there were no surgical instruments to be had, none of the older men would attempt the task. Tin
suffering man had given up all hope,
when Kit Carson stepped forward,
saying that, since no other person
would attempt the operation, he would
do it, in spite of his inexperience. Al;
the tools he had were a razor, saw and
a large Iron wagon bolt. Quickly cut
ting the flesh with the razor, Carson
sawed through the bone, and, having
heated the bolt to white heat, he seared the wound to prevent further blood
flowing. Crude as it may have been,
the operation was a thorough success,
and the patient is said to have quickly
recovered and to have lived for many
years afterward. Reaching Santa Fe
in November, 1S26, Carson spent the
ensuing winter with an old mountain
eer called Kincade, who seems to have
taught him a vast amount of prac
tical knowledge concerning frontier
life The following spring young Carson became homesick and started
back east over the trail, without a
cent of money. He had traveled near
ly live hundred miles when he met a
party of traders westbound. Again the
old longing for the far west came ov
er him, and he hired out to this party
as a teamster and returned with them
to Santa Fe. He next drove a wagon
to EI Paso. Returning soon to Santa
Fe, he journeyed to Taos, in northern
New Mexico. He then seems to have
hired out as a cook to a man named
Ewing Young, which job he held until the spring of 182S.
Once more he decided to go back to

in ihe autumn of the year 1830 Car-- !
son joined the party of a fur trader
named Fitzgerald and another long
journey into the heart of the Ilockies
was made. In a skirmish with the
he was shot ly a rille ball
in the shoulder, which is said to have
been the only injury he ever received
m battle.
Hut even tins mode of
life had too little
for Kit
Carson.
Having returned io Santa
Fe in safety, he decided the following
year to avoid traveling with a large
hunting party, as was the usual cusbut two comtom. This time he
panions, and this little group of three
men pushed into the mountains to the
heart of the Rockies, and, after an absence of about eight months, they returned safely with a large quantity of
furs.
Xot long after this expedition he led
an exploring party of fifty men and
traversed the entire northwest, discovering the headwaters of some of
the largest streams in that region.
It was on one of these numerous
trips that Kit Carson gave mother
remarkable demonstration of his cool
nerve and daring. He was in summer
camp in a sort of rendezvous in the
mountains a place where Indians and
hunters and trappers of all nationalities came together to mark their
goods and obtain supplies from the
agents of the fur companir-s- As might
be expected much brawling and violence took place in this mixture of
men Spaniards, Canadians, Indians,
Frenchmen, Germans and Americans.
Conspicuous in the cowd was a giant
Fienchman, a hunter inured .Shunan.
vl t see us to nave been an
"bad" man. He had
nicknamed
the "big bully of the mountains."
Mounting his horse he started out to
look lor trouble and defied any man
in the camp to "come on." He seem-e- i
to have a special grudge against
Ameri'-iinsand finally declared that
they were fit only to be whipped with
switches. At these words a little man,
about five feet six
tall, with
piercing gray eyes and sandy hair,
stepped forth saying, "I am an American, the most worthless one among
them, but. if you want to die, I will
acept your challenge."

r.

Charles W. Dudrow

j

New Mexico Military Institute
HUMORS IN THE BLOOD

ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO,

"The Weit Point

Blac-kfoe-

Nature has made ample provision
in the moisture and sunshine of thi
air for the outward protection and
healthy condition of the-- skin. Hut
the more important work of nourish- hi! the cuticle has been left to an inward source tile blood.
It is from
the circulation that the pores and!
their stimulus, and
glands
the fibrous tissues are all preserved
in a healthful state because of con- Btant nutriment supplied by the blood.
It is only when the circulation be-- 1
conies infected with humors or acids
that we are troubled with skin affec-- !
tions. The humors producing these
troubles are carried through the cir- culation direct to the skin, and their
irritating or inflammatory effect re- -'
mains until the blood is cleansed,
S. S. S. cures Skin Diseases, because!
rrr.?.t,.t f ci'll 1,1... ,1 r,r, f,
,.;,-,- .
tl.
it goes
,t;.,
RHMOYKS
the!
acids and humors
which are caus- - j
ing- the trouble,
bu i 1 d s up the

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing youn
ilfe. Great
men for c"""'4 nr (or biHtnen
amount o
of any M

ork. HeaiiMpt-- location
...ool In tne Union Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valiey the garden
spot of the Weft i.1 an e'evailoi, nf 'l.?(n
?oet armve sea level, sunshine every day. but
title rain or snn during session.
Eieven Officers. and Instructors, ah graduates from stardard eastern colleges Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern In all respects.
5 REclENTS E. A. Cahoon. President. W
li, Hamilton. Vice President: J. Hlielps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson .Scre.&ry, and W
A Flolay
For particulars an! 'Illustrated catalogue
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weak,

the Southwest"

of

by War Department
Army Officers
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

j

acrid!

blood, and com- pletely cures Ke- Acne, Tet-- !
zenia.
I
ter, Salt Rheum.
pirnpks, rashes, aud ail eruptions of
the skin. When S. S. S. las driven'!
out the humors every symptom passes
awav, the .skin is again nourished
with tooling, healthful blood, natural
evaporation is renewed, and the skin
becomes soft and smooth.
Book on
Skin Diseases and medical advice free.
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He soon grew tired of the
child.
city life, for his old love of the wild- crness could not be suppressed. Re- turning on an
steamboat, he
is said to have met .fohn C. Fremont,
then starting out on his first exploring!
This acquaintance devel- expedition.
oped into a close friendship, with the j
result that in the following year Carson consented to accompany Fremont
as guide on his second trip of explora- - j
tion, though at the outset, he appears
to have ranked second to a Basil La-- !
jeunesse, a scout greatly beloved by
the great explorer. At any rate, be- ginning .with 1S42 the life of Kit Car-son becomes closely associated with
that of John C. Fremont, and the bal- ance of his career is identified with
conspicuous public service, achieve- ments which are the heritage of the
present,
Diplomatic Scout.
Throughout his life Carson never
seems to have engaged himself per- manetitly with any one man or with
any single enterprise. He was con-- '
tiiuiaHy sought by various independent traders, explorers, military commanders or the federal government as
a sort of trustworthy companion, personal friend and diplomatic scout. In
all the capacities which he served, in
each of which his responsibility was
of the gravest kind, he never violated
confidence.
His inexhaustible knowledge of the west was never gainsaid.
Fremont himself wrote the following
estimate of him: "With me Carson
and Truth mean the same thing. He
is always the same gallant and disinterested. He is kind hearted and
averse to all quarrelsome and turbu
lent scenes, and he has never been engaged in any mere personal broils or
encounters except on one occasion,
which he sometimes modestly relates
to his friends."
In 1S43 Carson married at Bent's
Fort a very respectable New Mexican
woman much younger than himself.
On July 14 of the same year he joined Fremont's second expedition, as
prearranged, near the headwaters of
the Arkansas river. This article will
not enter upon the Fremont explorations in detail nor will it be seriously
concerned with Carson's work in the
northwest.
It is sufficient merely to
state that he accompanied Fremont
throughout his second trip, going into the Oregon and northern California
country and returning by way of Sut
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PAGE THREE

KIT CARSON.

Us old home in Missouri, and he had
It was now to be a test of honor acjourneyed a long way over the usual cording to the unwritten laws of the
route when he met another westbound west, where the coolest
head, the best
party. Again he could not resist that nerve and the quickest hand win a
U
nging for the west and he returned desperate ga me. in which the stakes
witu
uaueia io oana C. iu. iu(are ,lfe and death
meantime he had acquired some Spanish and so he hired out to a Colonel! Grasping a revolver, Carson
as interpreter and went witr!ed hia horse- - whil;h 6too1 nearby-likewise mounted, was await-ico- .
wagon train to Chihuahua, Old Me. JSbunan
himBotn rides rushed toward
But this life did not suit hiinJinS
each oth" at full gallop. Their hors-foand returning northward, he worked efe
almost touched when Shunan fled
a time as teamster in the Gila riv- er copper mines. However, he waslwlth a rlfle, the ball grazing his
ter's fort and the southern route to
back in Taos, which became hisjl'onents cheek and clipping a lock of Santa Fe. After a year's absence he
a
well
Almost
aimed
instantly
reached Bent's fort in the summer of
acknowledged home for the remainder
from Carson s revolver entered
of his life. The next five years were!bullet
1S44, having journeyed four thousand
Frenchman's hand came out at miles.
spent mainly in the trapping business.)
"
In the spring of 1829 Carson joined (above the
7,
elbow, completely disabling
a company of trappers under the lead
him. Humbled and helpless, Shunan
HOTEL ARRIVALS
ership of the aforementioned Ewing now begged for his life, which Car- Lr;hZ m,i. hand nushed
him and it is
westward through the Rockies to the - generously granted
Palace.
-- 6
:
neighborhood of San Francisco Day
H.
John A. Hubbell, Albuquerque;
.lue mountains never insuit- R.
and from thence through the San Joa-u"Parsons, Fort Sumner; Mrs. J. F.
asic"
southward,
trapping
quin valley
Hubbell, Julianita Hubbell, Pajarlto;
active career as a
they went Selling their furs at Sanj Carson's
I. B. Melville, Denver; W. D. Hollister,
seems
ended
1834.
to
have
about
they invested the proceeds in .Per
G. A. C. Bodenhausen, O. S.
Denver;
band of horses, with which they.ay tnat year tne Deaver, the most Bodenhausen, St. Joseph, Mo.; Mr.
started eastward. Arriving at Santa vaiuame or tne common tur Dearing and Mrs. A. L. Squire, Itchaca, Mich.;
Fe in April, 1830, the trappers sold the animals, was becoming scarce. Long E. O. Faulkner, Topeka, Kas.; Clar
furs secured on their homeward Jour--1 and dangerous trips in the moun- - ence Iden, Las Vegas; William Rind- ney for $24,000, which was divided tains could no longer guarantee good fleish, Racine, Wis.; J. J. Burke, LaYet it had to be a wild life
among the eighteen men. But scarce- profits.
Carson mar, Colo.; E. W. Fox, Clayton.
IV did thev realize that they had been in the open, and accordingly
Claire.
s
were
nunter
Decame
to
ort
men
Bent
ior
f
white
among the very first
Jose E. Torres, Socorro; J. H. Wood,
ne
men
supior
reach
years
Kepi iorty
cross the continental divide and
eigni
San Antonio, Texas; Eli Jones, St.
P'tcd witn game, in what is now
the Pacific ocean. .
Mo.; Frank Byrd, La Junta,
Joseph,
So the seasons went by. The trap-- eastern Colorado he must have loved Colo.; H.
Lowenthal, St. Louis; G. H.
nine business was then at its height: the vast solitude of the unbroken Pierce, Denver; W. A. Voltz, Orange,
with
then
countless
plains,
who,
thronging
those
awaited
and liberal profits
N. J.; D. J. Sullivan, Potsdam, N. Y.;
i"
'
dared brave the mountain whqb iur,iuo ui
Adam Levy, Cortley, Colo.; E. H. Roy,
er
were
Rockies
alluring, mysterious
furs. Surrounded by the grandeur of
Amlstad;
him
beckon
when
his Roy;H. H. S. Wannamaker,
nature, continually menaced by cun-- ; always near to
H.
Brook, B. S. Phillips, Buckman;
wuu
cnose
a
mio
mgm
horrors
the
iancy
often
facing
ning savages,
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Patrick, Denver;
of starvation, vet living a life of utterj wilderness. Because of his expert- Miss Rena Bradley,
Fred
Glorieta;
n
ess
ms
una
nreanns
rare
wnn
skiii.
freedom these were environments
Britan, Fannington; Theodore Archu- as
a
Carson
this
period
hunter,
during
well calculated to draw out the best:
leta, Pojoaque; Frank Benis, St. Jo
of any man's qualifications. It was earned tne nicKname oi "Nestor iproD- seph; F. B. Paddock, Joplin, Mo.; O.
this kind of environment that develop- - aoiy intended uy me ironuersmen io- P. Smith, St. Louis; C. O. Stubblefield,
ed a type of men who, for astute! mean Nimrod of 'the Rocky moun- Las Vegas; H. S. Little, La Junta.
knowledge of the wilderness and for tains.
Gregg.
never have been
Carson in IS42 ceased to be a pro-nttrtepid courage
.1. H. Ing, Elk City, Okla.; Thomas
equaled. Perhaps it is not surprising fessional hunter. That was an import- - Fallis, Colt, Ark.; Wilfred
Stewart,
to observe that Kit Carson soon be-- ant year of his life. Some years be- Baca Grant; J. H. Daniels, Las VeInFrom
a
married
fore
he
beautiful
had
class.
this
came
in
gas; H. L. Cooper, Albuquerque; C. L
the plains of New Mexico to the head-- ; dian girl whom he tenderly loved. She Pollard, Espanola; W. E. Martin, So
waters of the Columbia he learned the died soon after giving birth to a corro; i . D. Mccune, Denver.
country every mountain pass, every daughter. While but little is known
Coronado.
stretch of prairie and every rocky jot the child, Carson is said to have P. Chavez, Las Vegas; W. A. Rog
Bhe
where
he
to
St.
her
book.
Here
a
like
Louis,
landmark
might ers, San Francisco; Ramon Jaramillo.
quired that knowledge of the great be properly brought up and educated, City; W. S. Gale, Louisville, Ky.; W,
west which was to render his services Later she is reported to have married A. Rogers, San Francisco; P. Chavez,
indispensable to great exploring and and moved to California, so she drops Las Vegas.
of the story. Be all this as it
military campaigns of later years.
fore reaching the age of twenty-fivmay, in the summer of '42 Carson
Carson had established 'a brilliant again had a longing to go back to Mis- CHICHESTER S PILLS
reputation as a rifle shot, hunter, souri, and this time he did return, onIjAiM"! Auk ynnr ItriiEiriM for V
IHumond TtrnndAi
trapper, Infallible guide and leader. ly to find that his parents were dead,
l'lllain Uid and iiold mcuiiicVvy
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. V
His knowledge of the wilds, of path-- ; the old home in decay and his former
TLe no other.tew Itnr of your "
IH.'llVil.TFtt
Atr
finding, subsistence In the open, of friends all gone. Feeling lonely he
DIAMOND I'.rlAM, I MM, for
wild beasts and of Indians has never took passage on the Missouri
river At"
mms known ft Best. Safest. Always KellaM
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
been surpassed, if equaled.
for St. Louis, presumably to visit his
,
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Elastic dcmckse
The kind that grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller-bearibookcase made. Fitted with
doors; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog W5 with interior
views showing rrenfiufQeot in library .parlor, etc.
non-bindin-

ng
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New Mexican Printing Company
Fe, New Mexico.
Sole Agents, Sar-- -

Rtibber Stamps

v.

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
USING RUBBER
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

trap-Rafae-

;

v

j

THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
We are prepared to locate settlers on kov- eminent land. We have irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
Invited to correspond with ns.
:
j

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL.'.

'

IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HE4R FROM YOU,

-

j

;

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and

mine run coal '

1

'

'

ac-se-

j

.

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THOVIAS P. DELQAD0, Mgr.
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CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Backing

H. R. Parsons, of Fort Sumner, is
here on land business.'
E. H. Roy, of Roy, Mora county, is
I
ia business visitor.
E. O. Faulkner of Topeka, Kansas,
is here on business.
Former District Clerk W. E. Mar-

Business

tin, is up from Socorro.
W. D. Hollister, of the Continental
Oil Company, is in the city.
John A. Hubbell, a business man of
Albuquerque, is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Squire of Ithaca,
Mich., are sightseers at the Palace.
Wilfred Stewart, superintendent of
the Baca grant, is at Gregg's.
W. A. Voltz, a business man from
Orange, N. J., is at the Claire.
Jose E. Torres, treasurer of Socorro county, is in the capital today.
Edward W. Fox, register of the land
office, at Clayton, is here on business.
F. B. Paddock, a traveling man
from Joplin, Mo., is at the Claire.
W. A. Rogers, a business man from
San Francisco, is at the Coronado hotel.
William Rindfleisch of Racine, Wis.,
is the new night clerk at the Palace
hotel.
C. L. Pollard of Espanola, the well'
known business man, registered at
Gregg's yesterday.
J. H. Ing of Elk City, Oklahoma, and
Thomas Fallis. of Colt, Arkansas, are
sightseers at Gregg's hotel.
H. H. Brooks and B. S. Phillips of
the Ramon Land and Lumber Company, are visitors in Santa Fe.
G. A. C. Bodenhaiisen and O. S. Bo- denhausen, dry goods salesmen of St.
Joseph, Mo., are at the Palace.
Clarence Iden, a business man of
Las Vegas, is In the capital. He is
a cashier of the Gross-KellCompany.
H. S. Wanamaker of Amistad, Union
county, the promoter of the Mountain
Valley and Plains railway, is a guest
at the Claire.
Mrs. J. F. Hubbell and Julianitaj
Hubbell are here from Pajarito, Bernalillo county, visiting friends. They
are stopping at the Palace.
Miss Minnie Krueger and Miss Martin, trained nurses from Las Vegas,
who have been on professional business in Santa Fe, left today for Las
Vegas,

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGH

LI

N,

President

H. F.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

STEPHENS. Cashier,

Caseier

FOR RENT
ROOMS
STORE
Three store
Francisco
on
San

rooms

Street.

Just completed; excellent location.
APPLY TO

O

WATSON

C- -

Real Estate

&

COMPANY
v

Insurance
Santa Pe, New Mexico

19 San Francisco

Surety Bonds

St.

Phone.

Red Ho. 189

Beautify Your Dining Room
FOR THANKSGIVING

DAY

Oak Extension Dinning Tables. Leather Seated

y

Chairs to Match. New Line of Beautiful Hand
Painted Dishes
FLAT WEAR.
GAME SHEARS.
--

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL

&

DIRECTORS.

SPECIAL SALE FOR THE BALANCE OF WEEK
IN OUR NEW QUARTERS

ADJOINING

TIRST

NATIONAL

Herbert J. Hagerman

is expected to arrive in the city this
evening to Join the governor and
who are already In the city
for the close of the constitutional convention.
Mrs. Gable and Mrs. Fischer will
not be at home tomorrow on account
of the annual Presbyterian sale.
Delegate Thomas B. Catron was at
Las Vegas today on business before

BANK

Genuine Sioux Indian ioccasins
$2.00

PER PAIR

EXTRA FANCY ONES

$3.50

PER PAIR.

Get Them Quick for You Cannot Buy
Them of the Indians at That Price.

Santa Fe Trail Gursa Company
A, B. RENEHAN

GEO. M. KINSELL,

,

President,
SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

REALTY

See'y-Trea-

the Federal court.
Delegate E. A. Miera was called to
Cuba, Sandoval county, his home, by
the critical illness of his wiie.
CHANGE IN TIME

J. B. HAY WARE
Manager.

E, P. DAVIS,
s

MINOR CITY TOPICS

ON THE SANTA FE.

Effective Nbv. 22d the schedule on
the Santa Fe will be as follows:
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and No. 10
eastbound, returning arrive at Santa

& INSURANCE AGENCY.

prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE & ACWe draw LEGAL
CIDENT INSURANCE.
PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
LOANand PLACE MONEY, for clients
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit your business,
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room 19 Catron Block. Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76
We

Fe, 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. for No. 1
westbound, returning arrive at Santa
Fe 6:30 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 and 9 westbound and
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.

ELK'S THEATRE
FRIDAY NOV. 25th

Whenever you want an easy sbave
As good as barbers over gave.

'

THEY'RE COMING!

Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen,
My shop Is neat and towelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
To suit the tast and please the mind.
FIRST CLASS

BATH

The Mirth Making
i Monarchs

Richards & Pringle's
FAMOUS GEORGIA

O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,

N

RUBBER!
If you want anything on eartn
New Mexican Want Ad.

MINSTRELS

flA

try

!

RUBBER1

!

and you had better "rubber" this way
If you would secure the best bargains
In medicinal rubber goods ol all kinds.
Here you will find a variety of
HOT WATER BA0S AND SYRINGE3

40

Famoas

Fnij Mion

ss

x

xsxi

Denver.
Colo., Xov. 21.
The forecast is fair weather to- night and Tuesday, warmer in
east portion Tuesday.

X

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
The ,New Mexican will insert free
of charge three notices of any enter-

Saves You
Money

tainment for charitable purposes; the
notices must be typewritten and
should not exceed one hundred words
each. For additional Bpace, the regular advertising rates will be charged.
This rule will not be departed from in
the future, except that where programs are printed by the New Mexican Printing Company, the program
will be inserted free. To avoid error,
notices of meetings, etc., will not be
taken over the telephone.
MONEY TO LOAN Must be placed
immediately.
Joseph B. Hay ward,
Room No. 19, Catron Block.
Marlrage License A marriage license was issued to Pedro Quintana
aged 23, and Celestina Maestas, aged
IS, both of Santa Cruz.
Nuisance Should Be Abated The
carcass of a dog shot, last Saturday
was still broiling in the sun today on
east Palace avenue and should be removed by the authorities.
Taken to Jail Cecilia Borrego was
taken to iail bv Marshnl s
day night and charged with drunken
ness. He found her on De Vareas
street apparently in an intoxicated
condition.
A telegram has been received hv n.
Hayward which will prove interesting
to every one in the conimunitv.
It ia
reprinted in full in Hayward's space
in this issue.
Well Known in Santa Fe Henrv
Hoyt, counsellor for the deDartmenr
of State, who died at Washington, D.
U, yesterday, visited Santa Fe last
year and had a number of Dersonal
friends in the capital.
Goes to Friioles Canon Denutv Su
pervisor Read of the Jemez forest left
today to make a field examination of
the Frijoles canon with a view of hav- the government declare it a na- -'
tional monument.
Seat Sale Good The seat sale for
the Freshman a musical comedy at
the Elks tonight has been very good
and a large audience will witness the
performance which Is for the benefit
the Peerless Baseball Club.
Verdicts of Guilty at Roswell-G- uy
and Park Edmondson
were
found guilty at Roswell of illegally
killing cattle and receiving stolen pro- perty, and Frank Marsden, a boy of
giving a check for one dollar when he
had no funds in bank.
You Probably Often have
collec-- '
tions to be made, houses and rooms
for rent or other business which you
do not have time to attend to; or pos- sibly you have some sort of insurance
to write up. At any rate, read the
ad today for the Santa Fe Ab--

UtTI

SHOE SHOP

as well as gloves, mats, and the usual
line of rubber goods handled by first-clas-s
druggts' i. The qualities are
guaranteed to be perfect, and the prie
ces are as low as you will find
in the west.
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"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"
to read It, which he tells you all about
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THE STORE OF QUALITY.

From 25 t0 46 Degrees That was
the range in temperature yesterday
while the average relative humidity
was
per cent xhe ,owegt tem

n

JoME ONE HAS CALLLED OUR .STORE
"THE HOME OF RELIABLE CooD.5" AND

n'?ht waB 26 degrees and at
this morning it was 27
f
day was c!ear and C00'
gr?f 'a The
mean
of 36
Saturday the range
F6?8' 0r
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0
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WE RATHER LIKE THE JoUND OF THE
PHRASE. IT DEMONSTRATED To VS
THAT OUR EFFORTS IN SUPPLYING .THE
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Indians Win Foot Ball Game The
Indian foot ball team defeated the
Santa Feans Saturday In a spirited
contest by a score of 12 to 2. The
game was perhaps not so interesting
as the Harvard-Yalcontest, but
traded a large audience nevertheless,
stract Realty and Insurance Com- - Tne Indians clearly outgeneraled their
...
opponents, but the latter put up a
pany.
Shows Begins at 8:30 The musical hard fiSht.
comedy "The Freshman ' at the Elks'
tonight will begin at 8:30 p. m. Doors!
(Continued on Page Eight.)
open at 8. Those who arrive late will
be requested to wait to take their
seats until a convenient part of the
program is reached.

Now is the Time
TO

a guarantee that means something
a dollars worth for every

dollar or every dollar back
our fall and winter suits (the

all wool policy garthe best to be had
in the united states for the prices
we are
kirschbaum

ments) we believe

MAKE

making.

FRUIT CAKE

leaders that are leaders and
values that speak for themselves
AT FROM

&
MINCE MEAT

HERE IS THE

tlO,00

Here Are Facts We Want
You to Prove at Our Risk

1910

Marvelous as it may seem, Rexall
"93" Hair Tonic has grown hair on
heads that were once bald. Of course,
1 nnone
of these cases were the hair
roots dead, nor had the scalp taken
on a glazed, shiny appearance.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic acts scien-- ;
tlfically, destroying the germs which

CITRON
RAISINS

fc

the Make Believe But the Real.

W. N. (T0WNSEND & CO.

PUMPKINS,

HUBBARD

SQUASH,

ORANGES,
BANANAS,
AND
CONCORD
FRUIT,
CALIFORNIA
GRAPES, APPLES,
FINE
NATIVE
PEARS,
CELERY,

Mkrwiti? Ma suggested to tt thirsty t lonethiiig
eool and invHinjr
CMMSR ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA. IS ON
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FI2Z, COCO
COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING

GRAPE

CAULIFLOWER,
LETTUCE,

NATIVE
YOUNG

ONIONS.

RADISHES, JERSEY AND NATIVE
SWEET POTATOES, MINCE MEAT
CRANBERRIES

AX

Mate

froai iltored wfttor.

etc.

H. S. KAUNE & Go.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

R. V. BOYLE Mgr.

CUREBDOH POULTRY

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS eTerdny
and White Wyandotte. CDlckcDs
trees a,,1 fed " "Wan wbwenonie food
Si"rMed nce or.eM8ld
u,"?er the
of Tuberculosis
eerms nor Ptomaine
?n,,.,J,2,cif
poisoning.
A FKW FAT HENS FOR HATING.

Pare bred barred Plymouth
tbe

Rocks

and

Call 51?! Op nation
Light Company

WORKS.

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor

RIPE FRUIT NOW

-...

24 Hour Electric

brew.

HEAD

SPINACH, CALIFORNIA

TOMATOES,

Takpfewe Red SS isti have
yeur orders delivered

SOFT DRINKS

&

are

YELLOW

SUIT.

STOCK

PEELS
CURRANTS )
NUTS-- all
kinds
IMPORTED FIGS
PURE SPICES

usually responsible for baldness.
40 It penetrates
to the roots of the hair,

20.00

THE FINISH WILL PLEASE. THE FIT AND
STYLE WILL DELIGHT YoU.

Everything you Need

PURE, and FREJSH

TO

FORM FITTING, SHAPE RETAJNING AND
THE LINING WILL PLEASE.

PLACE

TO GET

It Grows Hair

have not

we believe we have made good,
anyway, we stand behinde the
coodswesell, we back them with

e

Two Hold-Up- s
ReDorted At Daw- son, Colfax county, yesterday morning
tne postofflce safe was blown up and
the postofflce burned to the eround hv
robbers who secured several hundred
dollars. At Tucumcarl,
a masked
man, with two revolvers held un tho
Lobby saloon early Sunday mornine
and secured $110.
Advertising is the life of business.
The successful merchant would like
to have his stock reminded to the
public and keeps it un from time to
time to le his customers know what
Is going on in the way of new styles
and up to date merchandise. Nathan
Salmon The Big Store, calls your attention to his Turkey ad, do not fail
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stimulating and nourishing them. It
is a most pleasant toilet necessity, is
delicately perfumed and will not gum
or permanently stain the hair.
A Big Ensemble of the
We want you to get a bottle of!
World's
Hexall "93" Hair Tonic and use it1
as directed.
If it does not relieve1
Greatest Comedians
24 E SAN FRAN6ISC0 ST
scalp irritation, remove dandruff, pre--i
vent the hair from falling out and
promote an increased growth of hair,
CAPITAL
Men's half soles ( nailed) - - 75o
and in every way give entire satlsfac-- '
- - - - 50c
Ladies' half soles
tion, simply come back and tell us,
50c
Rubber heels '
BIG STREET PARAPE at NOON and without question or formality we
FIRST CLASS WORK
will hand back to you every penny
GUARANTEED.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
ft Co.
you paid us for it. Two sizes, 50c,
PRICES, 5b AND 75c AND $1.00
and $1.00. Sold only at our store
8EAT
SALE AT FISCHER'S DRUG The Rexall Store. The Fischer
If you want anything on earth trj
If you want anything on earth try
Drug
a New Mexican Want Ad.
STORE, NOVEMBER 23rd.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Company.
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'of the year

was 35,578, as compared
33,493 a year earlier,
jwith
PANAMA CANAL
Investigations carried on during the
year indicate, says Col. C.oethals,
ordinary ycnrs there will
CONDITIONS
considerable surplus of water
lake, even in the dry sea- son, and that the water supply of the
dry season for the last
Progress
Satisfactory S&y nineteen years, namely that of 1908,
would be sufficient
to maintain
Dickinson and
Secretary
the canal an average daily
, ,
1
'through
mi
p 01. Ij. YV. lioetnals
number of passages
three or four
times as great as the average number
now passing the Suez canal, this af40,(101) KEN ME EMPLOYED ter making reasonable deductions for
j

Pennsylvania. Station

FINE&C:

In Newlfork CityJs Busiest Spot

worst-know-

Omiul

of Yellow Fever or
Smallpox Originated in
Zone Last Year.

10 15
9 49

i ii

hi n

ii

f

X

in

J

evaporation, leakage, power supply
and lockages."
Health conditions on the isthmus
are reporteu to be an improvement
over those fo the preceding year; and
no cases of plague or yellow fever
originated on the isthmus during the
year. The daily average of sick was
23 out of every thousand employed as
against 23.49 during the preceding
year, and the total number of deaths
among employes was 548, equivalent
to an average of 10.84 per thousand.

No Case

r77TT
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II

nwituuiimnin
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Washington, Nov. 21. Summarized
KoehltiiJ unction .
In a phrase, "satisfactory
progress
35
2 J
.
Kofiiler
9 (!b...y
;34 15
jail along the Panama canal zone," is
6S
Colfax
b 20
the gist of the annual report of the
4 43
7(i
vrrososo
S 02 ....
5 0(1
82
Ar
7 45
Ctmarroii
isthmian Canal Commission; made to
I.V
5 10
Cimarron
6 35
am
5 18
fSecretary of War Dickinson by Col.
Nash
6 27
i
5 28
Hurlan
6 17
V. Goethals, chairman of the
George
94
6 45
sv
Ar. ... I'te 1'ark, N. M.. .Lvi
6 00
p2oR3 I'm 'a0' '
commission and chief engineer in FAMOUS BEER OASIS
p in
pm
JWito'it ootm
fw!
f
tS-OF WOODS BURNED.
charge of the work on the canal, and
!Vu:nvn a Oalfax wltU K. P. & S. VV. lly, train both Xm-ttrade public today by the former.
"
and'Soutb,;
le"'1M'
V
V
V
UlHoui
ar
Wflho
SSta.ii. for Van Houten N M. meets trains at Preston N.I.M.
Vl.ttom Bid.
Ticket Olflot
With the work of excavation and of In
t1 5t
M
V i
2
Pennsylvania's County Prohibition
for .ili.s.i:niisi. .V. M .at 9:00
Staza luaws ITtft Pr!c. S,
m, daily except construction progressing favorably at
Days Its German Colony Was
o;ie way $).50 rounJ trip; lifty pound basruaie carried free.
Sitmtays, Fare
all points along the line, with health
M 'lues, V.
, for tlio
'
suutli at ll;ll p. m. arrives from the conditions
Exempt By Law.
better than ever before,
Soi'th at 4;38 a. m.
with a centralization and consequent
Galeton, Pa., Nov. 21. As though
E. G. DEDMAN,
economy in certain parts of the work
J. VAN HOUTEN,
M. WILLIAMS.
hard to close its already fam- trying
l
and
with
a maximum of laborers since
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent.
wltl a sacrifice of human
history
the United States began to dig the ."s
canal, Col. Goethal's report was de life, the old Germania inn, when it
cidedly pleasing to Secretary Dickin- went up in flames the other night,
came near catching in its falling walls
son.
The chief engineer reports, however, the family of Thomas Crowley, the
that it was not all smooth sailing dur- proprietor, all escaping by the nar-- j
ing the past year, slides, breaks and rowest margin. No other hotel ,no
floods hindering the work to a certain other house, in all Pennsylvania, has
extent. He mentions four slides, cov- caused Courts, juries, politics
and
ering respectively 47, 7.3, 4.6 and 1.7 legislatures the work that that old
acres and requiring during the year inn did, for in It ever since shortly
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
the removal of more than a million after the year 1S57 lager beer, made
Douglas and all Point in New
cubic yards of material. "It was ex- almost under Its very roof, was sold
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
UQVET-PuBEpected." he says, "that slides would in little wooden kegs, bound with nice
occur, and in the estimates provision little brass hoops, and each
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
pro- keg
was made for them, but it now ap- vided
with its own diminutive spigot,
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
pears from cracks that show in the while the other sections of Potter!
31
to
of
faces
surface
the
upper
adjacent
a special
1
prohibitive
the cut, that sufficient allowance had county, under
no "schnapps," or procold
either
law,
not been made, and the estimates were
corrected to meet the new conditions." cured them at a "pig's ear" that is,
Three bad breaks, he reports, oc- up to about six years ago, when the
curred during the year, one at the prohibitive law was repealed and liDowntown New York passengers may transfer to local trains at Manhattan
town of Culebra covering an area of cense granted to sell all over the
955
Transfer
more than ten acres and requiring a country.
(near Newark) and go by way of Jersey City Station, either through
removal of more than a million and
the Hudson and Manhattan tubes to the Hudson Terminal; or to Pennsylvania
Back to Old Bull's Day.
For Rites and full information address
a half of cubic
But no other Inn In all Pennsylvayards of dirt and
Stations at Cortlandt Street and at Desbrosses Street.
stone. The second largest break nia was so odd at this one, nor none
covered an area of more than eleven so famous for its German romances
Through trains from and to the West connect in Pennsylvania Station with Long Island
acres and required a removal of more and tales and the
Railroad trains which include frequent service to and from Flatbush Avenue Station, Brooklyn.
part played in the
A.
than 300,000 cubic yards, while the
history of a county. The other mornH
Consult Agents for particulars, or address
third break aggregated about 40,000 ing, when somebody in the
El
Texas.
village of
g cubic
GEO. T. HULL, District Agent
yards.
Germania discovered that the old
"The floods seriously
907 Seventeenth Street, Denver, CoL
interfered building was on fire, the flames were
with the progress of the work," says
the place from wall
Col. Goethals referring in particular already licking
GTO. T. HULL DISTRICT AGENT
907 SEVENTEENTH
.......
.
STREET, DENVER COLORADO.
,,.,, t
roof top, and by the time the half
tu
m, to that of the central division and todozen
were
was
rescued it
occupants
the Culebra cut, "and the one of De- ready to crumble to the foundations. tween the little Dutch
village, where ago, and was employed for sometime 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
th the
fl
f the oM lnn Soes
made and drank their beer, and at the Sadler mines near Mirage sta- the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
rating the cut from the Chagres river, the last
they
of
of
the
the
vestige
history
cutting a channel through it about 200
the open country along the New York tion. He was seventeen years old and 470), and that said proof will be made
Schwarzenbach brewing business in
feet long and 21 feet deep."
of Ed Darr of this before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
border where the prohibition senti- a brother-in-laThe total amount of material re the little German village, a business ment had taken root.
place. Awaiting the arrival of his Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
was
which
stress
of
created
the
under
moved from slides and breaks in the
father from Lubbock, Texas, the body 1910, viz: Mauriclo Sanchez, of Cuba,
The German folk protested
that is now in the
Germpn demand for the ancient
central division of the canal during!
undertaking parlors of N. M., for the claim 4372 in Sec. 7,
to
their
wanted
lager, pointed
the year was more than two and a half nectar of Egypt, and from which the they
J, A. Mahoney.
T. 20 N., R. 1 W., and Sec. 12, T. 20
abmillion cubic yards, or about fifteen Schwarzenbachs have since grown to their orderliness, as shown by the
Benjamin Robertson, a cowboy in N., R, 2 W., N. M. P. M.
counof
sence
cases
the
in
criminal
Y.
N.
at
extensive
cent
durof
brewers
amount
the
removed
per
Homell,
the employ of the Diamond A. Cattle
He names the following witnesses
ing the year from the Culebra cut, the Tt was soon after the abandonment of ty courts and as a result of this Company, was thrown from his horse
to prove his actual continuous adverse
makprincipal part of the central division. the historic Old Bull colony of Nor- - protest, the law was amended,
this morning and his collar bone
More than 36,500,000 cubic yards of wegians, on Kettle Creek, at what is ing the prohibitive clause applicable broken. He is now at the Sunset hotel possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
material were removed from all parts now New Oleona, that Dr. Meine and to the sale of intoxicating beverages in care of Dr. Barbee.
of the canal during the year, of which several other young and
township, viz:
in quantities less than a gallon.
hardy
Dave
Tullock and Watt Boone of
15,000,000 were from the Cule-- , ans went lnt0 the
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez.
hol- This amendment satisfied the Ger- the Burro mountain district ,are shipora cut and almost 10,000,000 from low four miIes BOuth o
Hved
a
here(
mans of Germania. The owner of the ping twelve cars of steers to the Kan- Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
the Chagres section. About 35,000,000 who1e winter on veIlison and wiid
Cuba. N. ML
c
instead of having steins only sas City market.
yards remain to be removed ;key ffleat and ifl the spring 8taked brewery,a wagonload of cute little kegs
Any person who desires to protest
W. C. Simpson and Dwight Stephbought
rom the Culebra cut before this sec-- j
of Ger. all bound round with brass hoops, ens
the allowance of said proof,
Qut what ,g nQW the
against
cattle
inspected
at
.
.
tion of the canal is completed.
Separ or who knows of
Friday
tn Kp Ynrk and a pretty little spigot attached to and at
any substantial reaLordsburg.
.
,
Reports from various points along:.
tm.or,to
son
laws
under
and regulations
the
a
of
held
ualau
galEach
these
"l
each.
kegs
Mrs. Charles Heath and Mrs. H.'p,
the line show that the cost of excava--VL
a home
of the Interior Department why such
er to "e e
d come
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
lon. In the meeting hall of the Tittle Hansen, F. M. Fuller arid
tion varied from twenty-fou- r
cents per
Reed
Byron
came in inn there was no barroom those were in town
colonists
VL
proof should not he allowed will be
office in
cubic yard at one place to as high as America. The
Friday in the interest given
an opportunity at the
of
Wellsville,
the
from
north
way
from
a
by
at
dozen
which
of
tables,
new
the
school district, No. 9,
$2.51 at another. There is no such
days
e
time and place to
Y.
four to six persons could comfortably soon to be organized.
of price in the cost per
school
This
divergence
NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
-the
of
said
claimant
witnesses
district will extend to within four
sit, were installed.
pubic yard of concrete work, the low- Thrifty, Orderly Colony,
f
and
est average being $6.9 and the high- A thriftier colony never settled In
miles of Columbus on the and to offer evidence in rebuttal ot
Passed Beer by Keg Over Bar.
est $8.60.
to
More than 700,000 cubic all Pennsylvania than those who
south,
the
El Paso & Southwest that submitted by claimant
Then the Germania folk came in in
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of concrete were laid during tied in Germania, enduring the hard-th- e groups, combined with their shekels, ern railroad on the west to the line
I
year.
Register.
6hit,s of Pioneers, chopping small like as if they were at basket picnic, of the Midway district north, and to
Economy has been sought by the farms from among the mammoth and bought a "keg" of beer jointly. the east line of the county. Within
commission in various directions. "To white pines and hemlocks, and in The "keg" was placed in the center of these boundaries are forty children
If you want anymmg on earth try
reduce to a minimum delays on ac time building a little church and a one of the tables, and the faucet mani of scholastic age who are at present a New Mexican Want Ad.
count of breakdown
of machinery, anhoolhouse. a "schuetzen verein" pulated by some one of the buyers un being deprived of the advantages of a
plant and equipment, which reflect (rifle club), hall and a small brewery, til the whole party had been served public school on account of the great
largely In the unit cost of work," says The latter' was the enterprise and over and over. In this way the peo- distance to Columbus. Ney B. Gorman
county superintendent of public InCol. Goethals, "and to provide proper
of Joseph Schwarzenbach,
ple of Germania were insured their struction, assured the
facilities for overhauling plant and property
petitioners that
was
In
and the need of the breWery
beer and the law was not violated. this district would be created
as soon
equipment, as well as manufacturing angwer t0
Carrying the U. S. mall and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
al demand lromthe
old
Schwarzen
of
as
the
The burning
the petition was presented ' in
necessary repair parts, large shops colonlst men and women
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
that bach inn the other night removes from proper form.
Special automobiles furnished to ac- have
The citizens of this
been provided at certain points
Hoswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
on the isthmus in which are employed they be given their lager beer there this interesting history the place district hope to have the district creEl Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with
town.
in their forest-bounanj
where it was made, and the story of ated, a school house built, and the
land Railroads
ALBUQUERQUE
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with a total of 4,391 men.
was a small affair, this first brew- - Potter County's Prohibitive law will school in operation by the first of the
It
ronolr'
"In
nrlrts
"th&
eeneral."
he
&
Santa Fe Railroad.
New Mexico Central Railroad at TorTopeka
and
of the now told without this old landmark year.
U
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive rance for Santa Fe, N. 11, by com- shops and equipment on the isthmus ery but fulfllled the needs
the
after
and
tale.
in
night
night
are adequate to meet all requirements villagers,
ELKS
MASONIC
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosNotice for Publication.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at during the construction period Noth- - (olk of the entlre town- - emulating the
ENTERTAINMENT
custom of the Vaterland, would gathel MOVEMENTS OF CATTLE
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
(013780.)
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi ing as yet has been done toward per--'
the brew- FROM DEMING HEAVY.
Coal Land Jemez Forest.
Baggage allowance cf 50 lbs. to special J40.00 to accommodate four or manent shop facilities which will be n the hall connected with
NOV. 20th to 27th.
needed after completion of the canal. ery and partake of their steins of
Small Holding Claim No. 437?
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either
TRIP RATE
ROUND
point.
TJurine the vear snpr-in- l
nttonHnn foaming beer drawing direct from the Cowboy Thrown From His Horse and Department of the Interior,
Killed Instantly Near
was naid to reducinc the cost, of main, brewery next door. Not a single cri-United States Land Office,
$4.15
Cambray.
itenance and operation of equipment mlnal case was sent t0 Coudersport,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
DATES
OP SALE
in the shops, including the standard!- - tne county seat, irom nuie uermama,
Notice is hereby given that the iol
Deming, N. M., Nov. 21. Movezation of salaries and wages and of for ypars and years, a reputation
NOV.
to 23rd.
19th
TIME TABLE ALL
lowing-name- d
claimant has filed nomaterial and supplies necessary in which it has continuously enjoyed up ments of cattle have been heavy in
WOOD'YS HACK
tice
of
his intention to make final
Return Limit
LOCAL TRAINS
construction repair work." In this to the present; nor was there such a the Deming district in the last few
days. E. W. Rankin, a prominent cat- proof in support of his clarm under
same connection he reports a centrali- - thing as a pauper there,
Nov. 28th. 1910.
Prom
The foUowing are the time tables
tleman of this place, left yesterday sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
zation of
work to rolling equip- Rest 0f County Very "Dry."
BARRANCA
of the local railroads:
for Brawley, California. He will arTAOS ment otherrepair
than steam shovels at the
The schools, up to a comparatively rive in Brawley in time to take charge
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Meets Both North South Gorgana shops.
of twenty carloads of cattle shipped
Leave
In the division of bookkeeping,"
man the ,anguage on the street even from here, and which he intends to
G O TO- Bounds Trains.
8:00 a. m. connect with No. 3 west
the report says, "improvements have
9:40 a. m. connect with No. 10 east
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol been made in the classification of ex- up to this day. And so the village fatten there for the Los Angeles mar
and contentedly went along, ket The shipment consisted of cows
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west the north bound train and arrives at
penditures and the compilation of sta- sleepily
5:20 p. m. connect with No. 2 east Taos at 7 p. m.
everybody
happy and everybody busy. and yearlings.
tistics. A distribution of the accumu"W. M. Colson and Walter
Moore
7:30 p. m. connect with No. 4 east
Ten miles shorter than any other lated
A few years after this a special pro- A
1.-- . VIA THE S ANTA PE
r
plant charges, formerly carried
- representatives of the Three X (XXX)
No. 7 west, 8:50 p. m. ecnect with way. Good covered hack and good as one Item, was
made, so that the MMtive law was passed at Harris- ranch and the Nan
one
sold
Ranch,
No. 8 east and No. P west.
teams.
plant is now shown in the expenditure burS covering Potter county, whlcn thousand head of steers
to the Dia10:20 a. m, with conection from No.
accounts by divisions and by units of made it a misdemeanor punishable mond
to
T'lalxLg
&a.lc
A
Cattle
These catCompany.
3 west
if
the work."
intoxicatby fine and imprisonment
MngM Comfortatl
were driven overland from the
tle
12:10 p. m. with connection from
There was a steadv increase from hS liquor was sold anywhere within
country, and are being
ON SALE NOW
No. 1C east
the beginning of the past fiscal year the limltB ot the county. The law
shipped today by the Diamond A Cat6: OF p, m. with connection from No.
'
peo-nthe
was
of
Instance
in the number of employes on the caat the
pass"-to
tle
California.
Bakersfleld,
Company
SAN FRANCISCO, $66.90
LOS ANGELES
1 west
zone until on March 30 last, they Pie residing in the upper end of the
$56,90
John Click, a cowboy In the employ
SAN DIEGO
7:30 p. m. with connection with No.
reached a maximum of 88.676. the county in the Ulysses section. And of Hal Kerr was thrown from his
7 east
largest force on record. This in- - though Germania was in the same horse near Cambray Thursday and
CITY OP MEXICO, $68.15,
PHOENIX, ARIZ, $45.55
9:45 p. m. with connection from No.
eludes those employed on the Panama county there was then a stretch of killed Instantly. Mr. Click came here
4 east, No. 7 west.
Pol1
railroad. The total force at the end nearly 40 miles of deep forest be from Lubbock, Texas, about a year
Liberal atop-ove- r
Long time limit
privileges
11:30 p. m. with connection
,'i
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FIlEIGHTlJ

j

BEQmmUQ

aso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

j

R

27, 1910

New York Trains Over Pennsylvania

Lines

Arrive at and Depart from Pennsylvania Station

East or West

EUGENR A. FOX,
G.F.&P.
Paso

,i

east or west

j
j

use the

j

Germ-almo-

j

saucer-snappe-

H

fI

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo

S

UNION DEPOT.

tur-cubi-

II
if
Jri

city

st

d

m.....

1

w,.

above-mention-

ig.

cross-examin-

one-hal-

j

set-yar-
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ROSWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX

d

return
and

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

LINE

TO

CALIFORNIA

du

FARE

WINTER TOURIST

fas

$5.00

RATES

al

(MPElilAL LAUNDRY

from

No. 8 east, No. 9 west
Above effective October 1st
D. & R. G. Ry.
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.

east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west

34

- .

Best Laundry Work

Through Pullman and Tourist Sleepers.
Comfortable Chair Cars, Steam
Heated and Electric Lighted.

basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday,
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop

Mrs.PO.

BROWN

SANTA PE ALL THE WAY.

Agent

Phone No 23 Red
If yon want anything on earth

a New Mexican Want Ad.

try
f

For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
having Bright's DiseaseTHEand
CAPITAL PHARMACY.

For further information, timetables and
Pullman reservation, call on or address.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent. Santa Pe, N. M.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
Economlit ett Dayttgtrt.
rWont ago
quite a furore was madel

i

CONSTITUTION

MAKERS

brer the

proposed plan, which if not
to prolong our lives was literally to
lengthen our days by setting the
Clock hands an hour ahead in early
flummer and back again to first principles when the sun resumed setting
Tha daylight-savinop late mornings.
bill was seriously considered In
parliament, but failed to become law,
although Birmingham, England, and
Cincinnati, O., actually passed ordinances. Both cities after a futile attempt to lnforce the undesirable measure, repealed it The idea, which like
most fads, was not without Ha good
features, was given the widest possible publicity in the press, but public
opinion was against It The Interesting thing Is how so i the pendulum
swings to the other extreme, for in
the space of 12 months a most talked-oincident has become the most forgotten. Popular Mechanics.
g

St

'

f

HON. SALOME MARTINEZ.
Delegate In the Constitutional Convention from Pintada, Guadalupe
and a Prominent Sheep and Stock Raiser.
Hon. Salome Martinez, delegate In
the constitutional convention from
Pintada, Guadalpe county was born
in 1859 at Antonchico. Although his
parents were not wealthy, their standing in the comunity was owing to
their honesty and probity of character. In 18C1 his parents moved to the
Junction of Gallinas and Pecos rivers.
Young Martinez received a good education in the publis chools of San Miguel county but Mr. Martinez is practe
man of natural busiically a
ness ability and today Mr. Martinez
is regarded as one of the successful
self-mad-

businessmen of the territory.
Mr. Martinez continued to live at
junciton of Gallinas and Pecos rivers
until 1890 when he decided to move
to La Pintada followed by many of his
friends and relatives who desired to
settle up that country.
Mr. Martinez there made a success

Plowman Plods His Weary Way.
To turn a single acre of ground
with a
plow requires 84
miles of heavy furrow travel, a writer
In the World's Work says. In plowing one square mile of land the solitary plowman and his horses must
walk 5,280 miles. It would be easier
(and the distance is loss) to walk
around the earth at the equator (if
there were no ocean) than to follow a
low turning a prairie of five square
miles. To equal our national tale of
of
plowing the work of myriads
teams, each using force sufficient to
move seven tons over a good stone
road it would take an army of 4,550
plowmen to travel as far as from the
earth to the moon and back again.
For the world's yearly labor of this
kind it would send about 80,000 men
on that same 500,000-miljourney.

County

of sheep and stock raising and he also
made so many friends that when he
was elected delegate to the constitutional convention, he relied up the biggest majority given by his county.
In 1900, when the Republican party
leaders were casting their
eyes
around for the timber of the kind that
could combat the Democratics stronghold of Guadalupe county, Mr. Martinez was selected as the candidate for
colleccounty treasurer and
tor. He was elected by a 'big maority
and he served his county so we1! that
he was earnestly sought to run for
other offices. This he declined to do
on the ground that his large interests
took up aal his attention.
Mr. Martinez has always been a Republican and enjoys the confidence of
the leaders of that party as well as
of his constituents.

Air.
Air seems to spoil easily. Air traveling through shafts and special air
chambers, in fact, air going through
anything that cuts it off from the
ocean of atmosphere, loses some of its
indescribable vitalizing qualities and
Is liable to cause weariness and a
feeling of depression to those who habitually breathe In artificially ventilated houses. Scientific examination
may show such air absolutely pure,
but all the same it is poor stuff to
take into the lungs. This also explains the real rock bottom difference
between town and country air. Highly artificial food and highly artificial
air, no matter how good they seem,
are not the real stuffs themselves.

Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
extensa
Documento
Garantizado,
Printed and for sale by New Mexi- forma entera, full sheet.
can Printing Company, Santa Fe. N. " Certificado de Matrimonio, 10c cada
uno.
Mex.
j
sheet
Replevin Bond,
Mining Blanks.
Execution Forcible Entry and De
Additional and Amended Location
sheet.
talner,
sheet
Certificate,
sheet.
Subpoena,
of
sheet.
Publisher.
Agreement
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
of
sheet.
Proof
Labor,
sheet
Capias Complaint,
sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
Search Warrant,
sheet
Title Bond and Lease ol Mining
School Blanks.
sheet
Property,
sheet
Enumeration
Form,
sheet
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Contract for School Teacher,
BLANKS.

2

2

Biscuit Glace.
One and a half pints cream, 12
ounces sugar, yolks of eight eggs, one
extract of vanilla
tablegpoonful
Pound six ounces crisp macaroons tc
fine dust Mix cream, sugar, eggs and
extract. Place on fire and stir composition until it begins to thicken. Strali
and run through a fine sieve into a
basin. Put into freezer. When nearly frozen mix in macaroon dust, another tablespoonful extract vanilla and
finish freezing.

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

1-- 2

1--2

4

2

1--

sheet

Mining Deed,

sheet

2

sheet.
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory
Statement,
sheet,
Coal Declaratory Statement with
AfPower of an Attorney,
fidavit and Corroborating
sheet
Affidavit,
sheet
Notice of Right to Water,
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
Notice, 4 sheet
sheet
Affidavit of Assessment.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Hearing Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale, In Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
sheet
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 14
2

1-- 2

Non-Miner-

2

4

1--

sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheeL
Contract between Directors and Tea
sheet.
chers,
sheet
Oaths of School Director,
of
of apportionment
Certificate
School Funds,
sheet.
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
District Clerks' Annual Report,
sheet.
1--4

Her Protection.
"Why don't you marry, too?" he
asked her apropos of the marriage of
her friend.
"I can't," she answered, "without
committing bigamy. I haven't my divorce yet, you know. It's probably a
I
good thing, a great protection.
might have married some

1-- 4

2

4

1--4

Land Office Blanks.
Homestead Entry,
sheet
Affidavit,

2

again If I had had It I am
ao unfortunate in my selections."
"True," he said, "you might have
married me."

2

sheet

If

Proof, Testimony of Witness,
full sheet
of
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
Bars All Fight Pictures.
full sheet.
The District of Columbia barred thb
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
moving pictures showing Jeffries and
full sheet
Applicant,
sheet
Johnson battling for the world's chamof
Witness.
Deposition
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
pionship, and inserted a new section
sheet
In the police regulations making it
Authority to Gather, Drive and
full sheet.
Yearly Proof.
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Reunlawful for pictures of pugilistic enProof.
Final
sheet.
sheet
corded Brand,
counters to be shown in the district
2
Contest
sheet
Notice,
The regulation also provides that pic
Authority to Gather, Drive and
filed
to
Affidavit
contest.
be
before
tures of fights between animals shall
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'-- '
sheet
not be exhibited.
sheet
Recorded Brand,
Affidavit of Contest Against
Contrato de Partldo,
pliego.
sheet
Entryman,
Kscrltura de Renuncla, 2 pliego.
His Hours.
Notice of Intention to make final
2
Garantlzado.
Document
pliego.
The patient farmer toils away
sheet
proof,
From dawn to
moon.
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
Additional Entry,
sheet If he only workedrising
eight hours a flay
pliego.
He'd
320 Homestead
b
all
Entry,
through by noon.
1--4

2

2

2

2

1--

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

1--

2

'

1-- 2

2

2

sheet

Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
plicant, full sheet
sheet
Relinquishment,
sheet
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
General Blank.
Bond for Deed,
sheet
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
Bond, General Form, 2 sheet
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
Official Bond,
sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
of Mortgage, full sheet
Application for License, 2 sheet
Retail Liquor License. 2 sheet
Benefit of
who Notice
of Conveyance,
sheet
from
His
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
was a great
Minneapolis, Minn.
Deed, City of Santa Fe, 2 sheet
sufferer from female, troubles which
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
caused a weakness
and broken down
Application for Marriage License,

WANTS HER

2

4

LETTER

2

2

Does your

emotions?"

The Appeal.

reading arouse

your

"Yes, It does."
"Ah, I thought so! Reading poetry
makes you sad, does It not?"
"N-nBut reading a cook book
always makes me hungry."

1--

PUBLISHED

2

1--

For
Suffer

Women
Female
"I

1--

1-- 2

1--

1--

condition of the
system. I read so

2

sheet

Certificate of Birth. 4 sheet.
much of whatLydia
Certificate of Death,
sheet.
E. Pinkham's VegButchers' Shipping
Notices,
etable Compound
had done for othei sheet.
suffering women
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
felt sure it would
Receipts, 25c per pad.
help me, and I must
Cost Bond,
sheet
did
say it
help me
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
wonderfully.
My
rjnina nil 1'Guardian's Bond and Oath, 2 sheet.
l
irrewstronirer.aml within
Letters of Administration, 2 sheet.
1 was a perfectly well woman.
Administrator's
Bond and Oath, 2
"I want this letter made public to sheet
show the benefit women may
derive
Letters Testamentary, 2 sheet
from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Declaration in Assumpsit,
Compound." Mrs. Joior G. Moldast
sheet
2115 Second St., North, Minneapolis!
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
Minn.
Satisfaction of Mortgage, 2 sheet.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuAssignment of Mortgage, 2 sheet.
ine testimonials like the above prove
Lease,
sheet
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Lease of Personal Property, t
Vegetable Compound, which is made
exclusively from roots and herbs.
sheet
Women who suffer from those disChattel Mortgage,
sheet
to
ills
tressing
peculiar their sex should
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
not lose sight of these facts or doubt
Power of Attorney,
the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's
sheet
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
Vegetable Compound to restore their
health.
sheet
1--

1-- 4

4

1--2

-

A

Strange Fatality.

An unusual fatal accident happened
at New York when a sheet of window
glass knocked from its frame fell five
stories and killed Miss Lena Phillips.
She was almost decapitated. The pane
of glass, which became unfastened
while being washed, sailed obliquely
through the air and struck the neck
of Miss Phillips, who was walking
on the street below.
Pigeon Worth Owning,
A Manchester, England, firm of mill
owners Is reported to be possessed of
a pigeon which has been employed as
a messenger from one mill to another
for over ten years. During that period
It has made over 2,000 Journeys and
traveled over 29,000 miles. It Is cal-

culated that to have sent the
sages by wire would hare cost

mes300.

1--

1--

2

1--

1--

1-- 2

1--

Terriers aa Mourners.
Three bull terriers followed a hearse
conveying the body of an old dog fancier named George Laceby of Smith
street, Kennlngton, as far as Tooting
cemetery the other day. They wore
crape, bows and on their cloth coats
was 'written: "Following our master
to bis last resting place." London
Evening Standard.
Bull

1-- 2

2

2

If you want special advice write Replevin Writ sheet
to Mrs. Pinktaam,
at Lynn, Mass. Replevin Affidavit, sheet
Peace
Shewilltreatyourletterasstrictly
confidential.
For 20 years she sheet Proceedings, Complaint,
lias been helping sick women
Warrant,
sheet
this way, free of charge, Doni
hesitate write at once.
Commitment,
sheet.
1--4

4

4

1-- 4

4

Worse Still.
"My wife Is getting to be very tire"she
some," complained
Groucher;
does not seem to know her own mind
from one minute to the next." "My
wife," said Kratchett, "is the same
way. She's as uncertain as the weather." "Huh! Mine's as uncertain as

the weather forecaster."

$?f:F

ART AND THE MAN.

""

V

PAGE SEVEN,

M.

HINT TO YOUNG

LAWYERS.

1 mm savage for life and the lusta
Of beckoning quests I have bantahetl
i am glutted wltn beauty's face
And the brush that I puiut her
I am sick of the dreams and dustswith;
Of the soul of m of the vanished
VoHrs that I spent in chaws
Of the luring lips of Myth.

Some time before Judge 3. 3. Tord
was elected to the common pleas
bench he was employed as attorney
for the defense in a case In criminal
court. The jury was out three hours,
hut finally brought in a verdict of "not
I
guilty."
n;is suklrl for more thm to fling
T'i blroii of my he:irt f.'i h ij.i1' tte.
Next day Judge Ford met on of
I uafl Kivf-the eye of a
the jurors in the case,
I'or rm.ro than a pt'tui--worth.
"Well, we set your man free," the
I hav.:
the Ineffable stin
Juror said. "He was as innocent aa a
r be Atfn vali t.
Of l:'..t!ir,u-,'I hnve piint.-the clomlor the
baby."
V, i o fthiiuhl have
the earth.
p'
"Certainly he was." remarked Judge
Calf Young Mice, in the Forum.
Ford. "I was a little surprised at the
longth of your deliberations."
"I ll tell you about that," said the
An Outdoor Necessity.
"An inventor! What has he ever in- juror. "If you had rested your case
when the state got through, we would
vented ?"
"Don't be too fast. The man has have acquitted your man in a second.
That testimony you put in for the dego! a mighty good thing, it's a portable safety kiosk with four wheels and fense sort of rattled us.
"I'm an old juror, judge, and I want
a
wire glass roof."
to give you a word of advice. When
"What's it for?"
"
in a trial by jury you are defending an
I'y. it's for the use of innocent
bystai (li ra who prefer to take no innocent man, keep him off the witclK'iK-twhen the aeroplanes bogin to ness stand."
l

new-bor-
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SING

WHEN

I

FEEL

BAD."

Young Lad Injured in New York Subway Excavation Startlea Dootor
by Unu&ual Request
A

little

boy fell Into
one of the deep excavations tor the
New York subway, and was taken,
bruised and suffering, to the nearest
hospital. When the doctor began to
examine his injuries little Jamea
drew a deep breath. "I wish I could
sing." he said, looking up at the big
doctor. "I think I'd feel better then."
"All right, you can sing," said the
doctor, and James began. So brave
and sweet was the childish voice that
after the first verse there was a round
of applause from the listeners.
As
the doctor went on with his examination tuo boy winced a little, but struck
up his singing again. The nurse and
attendants, hearing the sweet, clear
soprano, gathered from all parts of
the building, until he had an audience
of nearly a hundred.
Through all the
the child
pain of the examination
never lost the tune; and everybody re-joiced when the doctor announced;
"Well, 1 guess you're all right, little man; I can't find any broken
bones."
"I guesa It was the einglng
that
fixed me,"
said James. "I always
I
feel bad," he added siin- sing when
seven-year-ol-

LOST. Near Plaza. Ladles gol.l
watch. Return to this office. Reward.

d

FOR SALE Three extra fancy turkey hens. 422 (".;.lis!eo street.
FOR SAL): Cows horses and
Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch
Gallsteo St.
LOST Grek Fur collar.
this office and get reward.
rison.

Love a la Baseball,
Sacr ifici: Hit Cutting out the des- sert to save money for theater tickets.
aiiu. Out When her fatter orders
yon to slay away from the hou.-e- .
Ca!U d ou Account of Darkness
When her mother turns on the porch
liiiht.
Out. it Home
l:er father says
no aft r sl.e. has said c. .lutiao.

j

i

MM

j

1 Ri

VI

i

fapim

Fifty-Seve-

IfI

n

half-wash-

te

e

three-fourth-

r,

pig-tty.-

V.'AXTKD
to Wert' at

Men without experience

electricity, plumbing,
bricklaying. Learn trade in
few months without expense, 2oo students last year. $30,0"i contract jobs.
Write immediately.
Vnltcd Trade
School Contracting Co., Los Ar.gelr.i.

ply.

i

1

j

j

SJi..

box
or carload.
By the
graded, fancv, choice and
standard.
Shipped direct from our
own station. Prince & Co., Espanola,
or L. Is. Prince, Santa Fe.

Apples

Stri'-tl-

j

Then he was taken home, not know-- :
ing the least what a courageous les- -.
son he uad taught everyone within the
sound of his voice and to manv be
yond It, for a newspaper reporter told
tne story in one of the big dallies
A SURPRISE.
next day. Mrny a reader felt the inAppropriate.
"Have you sold much of your spiration of that boyish sentence, "I
gtock?" I asked tha amateur mining always sing when I feel bad."
promoter,
I
"Yes," ho replied, "I've sold shares
ADVANTAGE OF LIQUID FUEL
to every policeman in the city."
"But why to the policemen?" I inUse of Gas Engines Aids In Mlnimlz.
quired.
A look of wonderment swept over
Ing of Space and Reduces
K I
t.
ll
llllf
his face.
I!
Expense.
"Why," he ejaculated, "I
thought you knew all the time that
The weight of and the space occuray proposition was a copper mine."
pied by propelling machinery being
less for gas or ol! motors than for
Under a Cloud.
steam engines, it. follows that a ves"What sort of a social position has sel of less displacement will suffice
Jones in town?"
to carry the same cargo, says a re"He used to stand pretty well, but cent article In Cassier's
Magazine.
he's a mere nobody now. He didn't Moreover,
owing to the greater effreceive any degrees this month, ho iciency obtained by
adopting the indidn't go to New York to meet Roose- ternal combustion
principle, a less
velt, none of his daughters was mar- weight of fuel will suffice for a voyCy Turnover Say, young mart, I ried and he
wasn't operated on for age of given duration.
Both these
want ter see th' doctor; Is he In?
appendicl ties." Buffalo Express.
statements apply In all cases, but In
Office Boy Yes, he's engaged.
vessels making short voyages, and in
Cy Turnover Yer don't say; when
which the weight of fuel carried Id
is it comin' off?
BUT BUSINESS WAS DEAD.
small, the second consideration Is of
little moment.
For long voyages,
Mr. Nurltch.
however, without refueling the bunker
He believes in knowing who li who
or tank capacity can be very much
When hi a lvirty he invests,
reduced for gas or oil motors, and
And hires a train announcer to
greater economy in displacement can
Announce the gueats.
therefore be effected in long voyage
than In short voyage vessels. Short
Bouncing.
voyages will be more usual for the
"She's a bouncing girl, all right."
size of cargo boats considered.
If
I would call her slenfor a vessel of, say, 4,000 tons dis"Bouncing?
der."
placement and 1,000 Indicated horse"I wouldn't, I'd call her skinny; but
power, 100 tons weight could be saved
she's bounced a half a dozen fellows
in machinery and fuel by adopting
who wanted to marry her for her lagas engines and producers with coal
ther's money."
fuel, or oil engines using heavy oil
fuel In place of reciprocating steam
with boilers burning coal or
engines
Plausible Theory.
oil, the displacement
of the vessel
Bright It's the honest men in this
could be reduced probably by a little
world who need watching.
more than 100 tons.
Dense How's that?
Bright Oh, the dishonest ones will
aeoR6e
The Little Man Spoke Up.
cheat you anyway, whether you watch
A cold shudder crept around a
them or not.
First Undertaker I hear that you
big
table In one of the Atlantic City cafes
are going to leave town.
the
other
Second Undertaker Yes, there's no
night when a clubman, who
Not Long to Walt.
business; the place is getting such a has recently returned from London,
Mildred Since our
engagement reputation that people won't be found announced to the guests at a dinner
George ha3 been perfectly devoted to dead here.
party that he had happened to be
me. Do you think he will continue
driving past the Crlppen house at
to love me when I am old?
Hllldrop Crescent, one dark, gloomy
Clarice Really, dear, I can't say
Varieties.
night and had seen the mysterious
If there are microbes In one klsa
but you 11 soon know.
shadow of a clammy hand at the winExploded between lad and lass,
dow.
The story so affected another
Then tell us, please, what is there on
A
lee cream soda giusat
guest at the table that he Immediately
WHAT HE THOUGHT.
summoned an innocent bellboy and
sent him off through the place calling
Sugar for Horses.
Good results are said to have been "Doctor Crippen."
The effect on the
obtained In France from the feeding many patrons of the cafe was elecof sugar to overworked horses.
Ex trical, and the unsuspicious bellboy
cessive strain and constant exhauscrying the terrible name in automation as a result of slippery roads were ton fashion as he passed from table to
lessened in those animals which were table, left a wake of amusement and
fed sugar daily.
Some horses ren- laughter which ended in a roar when
dered unfit for service by overwork a little man stood up and with mock
were restored to normal strength by solemnity yelled "Here I am."
a liberal mixture of sugar with their
feed. Our Dumb Animals Magazine.
Maine's Deserted Villages.
Maine has had her deserted farms
Low Pay of Welsh Ministers.
and now and then one can find her
The lot of the average Welsh Nondeserted villages.
Such a one Is
conformist minister is not enviable. It Welchvllle, in the town and
county
was disclosed at the annual conferof Oxford, where once the pulse of
First Clubman Jameson Is going to ence of the Wt.lsh
Congregational machinery kept life beating fast In a
start a farm In the west.
Union recently that many ministers
thriving little community.
Today the
Second Clubman What Is he going receive as little as $3.75
and $1.75 a population is scattering, on the farms
to raise?
week. Taking the whole of Wales thereabouts
chiefly, while
change
First Clubman That deDends nnon one minister out of three has to h
the proximity of the nearest pawn content with a stipend of less than In the value of the property Is indicated by the story recently related
broker.
?4UO a year, and 12 per cent receive
of the sale of a
house for
from $350 to $400 a year.
$175, which was worth $1,500 seventy-fivStraw Lid Is Better.
years ago. But the number of
I shouldn't like to be a king
such towns is small. Maine is buildKeep the Dogs Away,
And share the royal lot;
Put up signs warning doe own era ing up fast. Her deserted farms are
Methlnks a crown in summer time
to keep their beasts off your land, and being taken up, sometimes by pro
Would be too blooming hot
then do not hesitate to use the shot- gressive young farmers, and again by
summer people, and the deserted
gun whenever one appears.
Her Argument.
If sheepmen in everv cmintr in tho Maine villages promised a new lease
"You allowed that young man to
of life.
sheepraising districts, were well nr.
hug you last night. Yet you are not
could
ganized,
they
induce
the
easily
A Bad Advertisement.
In love with him."
state legislature to pass laws that
Druggist (to his stout wife) Don't
"But, ma, how could I ever learn to would dispose of
s
of
all
come In just this minute. I am about
love a young man unless I take a few
the dogs that worry them.
to sell six bottles of my
lessons?"
mixture. Ideas.
Many Secte In London.
His Age.
London has at least 45 different
Likes It.
denominations of Christians, Glasgow
"How old is your sonf
Almost every woman likes to have
"Just half way between postage Edinburgh its 25. In spite of the
a bridle and "mind you keep your the reputation of being fastidious.
stamps and pretty girls.
Methodist union three years ago there
are still five or six varieties of Meth
Hebrew Proverb.
The Usual Crop.
odist societies in London, while there
to
Happy the man that hath a beau
"Are you trying
ralsa anvthino are two other "reformed" offshoots
on your suburban place?"
from the Church of England, three dif- tiful wife; his days shall be increased.
"Yes; a mortgage."
ferent Paptlst bodies, and three kinds
of Presbyterians English, Scotch and
The Greater Evil.
THE DIAGNOSIS
Welsh.
Franklin: Want of care does more
damage than want of knowledge
Lived In One House 94 Years.
Infatuation.
In the village of Stathe (Somerset)
How many men are groaning In
respirit at this moment over an Infatua- on the banks of the River Parrettlived
tion that made them sacrifice the sides William Broome, who has
whole worth of life for the sake of a the whole of his life ninety-fou- r
years in the same cottage. The house
pretty face and a plastic manner?
is his own property. Broome has al
ways enjoyed good health, is still very
For Long and Useful Life.
active and has never tasted medicine.
If thou desire to take the best ad He Is a
grandfather
vantage of thyself, keep temperate
of his descen"Anything really serious with my diet use moderate exercise, observe and father, but only six
dants are living. London Evening
jre, Doer
seasonable and set hours for rest F Standard.
"
"No o simply a
.Quarlea.
AV'.-e- i

Return to
Mrs. Gar-

LOST lilark leather pockfthoofc
between Capirol and Palace hotel
enntuies money and letters. Return
to this of!i :.
Reward.

i

Agreeable Change.
"Yes," said the meek little man at
the quick-lunccounter, "I take my
meals at a restaurant everv chancv I
get."
"Prefer restaurant coo!:ing to tlio
home
asked the big fellow on
the adjoining stool.
"No; can't say that I do," replied
the meek little man. "Rut I can give
orders at a restaurant." Modern Society.

wag40D

on.

auto-tuo'ill-

TYPEWRITERS
j

'leaned, adjusted and repaired. New
ia'ents furnished. Ribbons and sup-- i
lies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
nJ rented. Standard makes bandied
Ml re;iair work and ypewrlters
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
Liitif-'e- .
Phone Black 231.
guar-int.ee-

.

FOU
SALE Handsome
quarter
sawed oak desk, roller top. filing device, spacious and iu Al condition.
Cost $100 will sell for $00. Also have
one substantial desk in splendid condition for lower price. Inquire Xew
Mexican.

WANT Look! What a very rare
treat! A full !';d,:ed registered practicing phyyicisn; from America's leading medical college; with hospiral experience and a special course in the
latest treatment of consumption in
the largest private sanitarium In the
world; while sojourning in the territory for a few months will accept a
position as a trained nurse or attendant. Phone 2:!2 Red. Call or address
Dr. Dennis,
(coloredl 128 Cerrillos
St., Santa Fe.

Peculiar Church Ornament.
Lnmheth "Old" church has numerous historic monuments, and In one of
Ihe windows is the full length figure
5f a peddler with hfs
pack, staff and
log. This is supposed to represent
the unknown person who presented
'Peddler's Acre" to the parish upon
condition that his portrait and that
of his beloved
canine companion
should be preserved in the church and
that his dog should be buried in consecrated ground. Pall Mall Gazette.
A Toast to Happiness.
Here's to happiness, the fountain of
life, the builder of tissue; It never
fails to dispel the blues; for it's the
antidote to vapors of melancholia; It's
the sun's rays piercing the cloud of
darkness, the message of love of life,
health and contentment; In Its absence nothing can thrive; It's the
the symbol, of a clear conscience.
soul-mat-

The Cost of a Soul.
recent query sent out as to the
cost of saving a soul In Chicago
brought some Interesting answers. It
was found that the Mormons figured
on spending $1,500 for every person
converted, whereas the Volunteers of
America set the cost as low as $5.
These were the highest and lowest
prices named.
A

Peculiar Rose In English Garden.
William Tweddle of Stanhope,
England, has growing In his garden a
novelty in the shape of a belitrope
moss rose.
Gardeners declare that
they have never before seen or heard
of a moss rose of that color. The
bush, which stands four feet high,
contains about a dozen buds, besides
two or three roses in full bloom.
Mr.

Hereditary Instinct.
When baby tums away from the
amiable visitor who is trying to make
friends, and rushes to mother and
buries his face in her skirts, he Is dod
ing exactly what It was wise for
to do In the ancient forest, when
stranger and danger were the same
thing, and not just rhymes as they
are now.
chll-dre-

Help Must Come From Within.

No one can help us as much as our
own determination to find the best

way out It is often wasted time to
ask advice, yet the explanations we
make to others may clear up our own
vision. If you are in trouble, ask yourself If this could not be some act of
fate to turn you on a better path.

Flower Garden With P's.
ever think what a beautiful
and
garden one might
have with just the P's? Sweet peas,
poppies, pansles, petunias, phlox,
With no more flowering plants
than these one may have Sowers evDid you

por-tulac-

ery day from June 'till frost, all of
them being easy to grow and continuous producers of brilliant flower.

The Yorkshire Hog.
Tests made by the Wisconsin experiment station show that Yorkshire
hogs require the least amount of food
for 100 pounds of gain of either Poland
Chinas or Berkshires. Common stock
hogs made the smallest gains and ate
the least food.
j

Ancient Petroleum Well.
petroleum well has been known la
Eante, one of the Ionian Islands, tor
nearly S,000 years. It is mentioned br
A

Herodotus, who was born 481 years

th Chrisjanergv

,

bo-for-e

I

j
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tlon, forty strong, will appear at the
Elks Theater, Friday, November 25th.
CONVENTION
SPARKS.
"Arizona" by Augustus Thomas, a
breezy play of the West with a spice
The wide prohibition problem was
of military life thrown In, comes to
the Elks Theater on November 26th. 'settled by the motion of the Hon. Mr.
says a contributor, that "beneThe cast is strong. The story of the jBrice,
ficial use shall be the basis, the meas"The Freshman" a musical comedy, der the direction of the Rev. James
will be presented at the Elks, at 8:30 Grattan Mythen, but the play is In play concerns the officer of the Elev- ure and the limit of the right to the
o'clock tonight. It will be a benefit no way a benefit for the church of enth United States Infantry, and the use of water." (Art. XVI, Section 3),
The motion was unanimously adopted.
of Henry Canby, a
performance, all of the proceeds go- which he has charge or any of the so- family
The Democratic
Colonel
ranchman.
Bonham's
Delegate Conveasin
to
Club's
cieties
the
Baseball
it.
Mr.
Peerless
Mythen kindly
ing
sisted to drill the players however, wife comes under the power of Cap- ntion to define the attitude of that
fund.
The players are amateurs of this and judging by the success of the firet tain Hodgman; the latter's plan to party, toward the constitution, will
city and this fact will of course make play he staged here this ought to flee with her is foiled by Lieutenant be held on December 17 instead of
Denton. For the sake of Mrs. Bon-ha- December 19. However,
no official
the affair all the more interesting. The prove likewise a winner.
Denton refuses to explain his call has been issued as yet and it is
The following is the cast:
work of drilling the cast has been un-presence alone with her, estranging possible that the convention may not
"THE FRESHMAN."
the husband and wife, and sacrificing be called.
his own position In the army. Then
A Musical Comedy in Three Acts.
Assistant Commissioner
of Indian
follows one of those
Affairs Abbott was a visitor on the
CAST.
scenes, where, after making explana- floor of the convention this afternoon.
tions under high pressure nerves,
John Worden A Freshman
Mr. Meier
right triumphs and all of the love
This evening's session of the con- Sophomores.
tangles are unwound.

AXD

4

GROCERY AND JJAKERY
THIS

MIlfs
ULUS

n'

IS

WHAT WE HAVE IN 1910 CROP

WALNUTS, BRAZILS, FILBERTS,
hic1(qRy KUTS, PEANUTS,

P.If
Lngg rruit

WALNUTS,

d

raisings, currants.

j

j

GRAPE FRUIT

LEMONS,

I
!

APPRICOTS, PEACHES, PEARS, PRUNES,

0RANGES

FmitS

BLACK

PECANS,

MONDAY,

j

j

Firre Rr

CAIIFORNIA AND IMPORTED, ALL KINDS, SIZES
HOLLOWI DATES, SMYRNA
AN0 prices.
WASED FIGS.

Tigb

Dates

heart-intere-

CAN1HE11 CHKKRIKS, CITRON. LEMON AND
OKANGK PKKL. COCOAS LT8
etc,

Pimae Kb.

F. ANDREWS

4

THE REXALL

THE REXALL

STORE

HU.

Pione

STORE

BARGAINS IN STATIONERY
A Double Box of Real
Linen Stationery for

;

40c,

i

j

Box
ONLY AT

ft

Sior&

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
THE

REXALL

THE

STORE

Mr.

Clancy
Mr. Koch

Twenty-fiv-

"Co-Ed.- "

REXALL STORE

TJnquestioably the Greatest
American Play ever written.

and

Garri-

Minor City Topics
(Continued

Crowded Out The notices of services of various churches, a number of

For all Kinds of Feet

AT ALL PRICES.

JOHN PFLEUGER
248 San Francisco St

From Page Five.)

i

paid locals, and advertisements in
addition to much news were crowded
out of Saturday's issue of the New
Mexican by the constitution which is
j paramount to everything else in
the

g

Just Received at Fischer's ' Drug
Company a fresh supply of bulk and

It's Rexall quality.
package candies.
The Rexall Store has just received
a fresh supply of delicious candies,
The Fischer Drug Co.

Tuberculosis Conquered
PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

Presbyterian Sale The public
dially invited to - visit the public library tomorrow afternoon and
the annual sale of the Wnman'R
Aid Society of the
Presbyterian
church. A caffeteria supper will be
cor-

'

served beginning at 5 o'clock. The
largest pies ever seen in Santa Fe and
the most luscious little ones at the
childrens' table on Tuesday afternoon.
Do not fail also to see that family at
this Xmas dinner.
Next Big Show Minstrelsy does
not appeal to one class of theatre
goers alone, but to all classes, from
the peanut-eatinurchin in the gal
lery to the evening dressed
crats in the . boxes. Everyone enjoys the minstrel show. And why?
Probably it is because it is an American institution. The play, the opera,
the pantomine and musical comedy all
hd their birth in the Old World, but
Minstrelsy is srictly of the land of
Uncle Sam. In speaking of minstrels,
the name of Richards & Pringle's nat- urally comes to mind. The minstrel
company bearing that name is the old
est in the world, and if the press
the country Is to be believed, is the I
best as well. This splendid organiza- -

you

guarantee

'

Ranchmen

Daring

Brisk, Alert

Surprises and Thrill-

Intrigue

and

-

Watch Taos County Grow!!
The D. & R. G. R. R. from the north vying with St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain & Pacific Ry on the East for Control of Taon
Still another Railroad Maneuvering
County's Commerce.
for entrance into the Famed Taos Valley.

pass in Rapid Succession.
of

GET IN EARLY AND WATCH

Grand Scene

Phone 92

j

crime

Presented by a Company
Unusual Excellence.

x

Phone 92

ling Situations.
Love,

Reeves.

MARKET

Women.

startling

M.

We can dress these as ordered

pulses with "Vigorous
Active L.ie of the Plains.

Cow Boys and

Miction!

THIS GROWTH

FROM THE INSIDE

Address: WILLIAM McKEAN

Taos N. M.

Drawer 86

SEAT SALE AT FISCHER'S DRUG
STORE, NOVEMBER 23rd.

i

V N

AN

Uncle Sam's Big Family will dine. It's not our
function to attend to dressing the TURKEY, but it is
our business to attend to DRESSING THE FEET.
Turkey, Plum Pudding and Pumpkin Pie are well
enough for Thanksgiving Dinner; but they will not
keep your feet warm or dry during the cold weather
that will be dealt out to us from now until the Springtime comes again.
Our lines of Handsome, Stylish and durable Hanan,
Florsheim and American Gentlemen Shoes for men
will dress feet in a way to make their attendance
an honor to ANY THANKSGIVING DINNER.
We're ready to attend to your wants in Footwear,
and the tax you'll consider light, when you look at
your feet after we're through with them.

24th
IM

A

5HA

N

S

A L

x

27

this evening with the
live turkeys that you bought.
can
and
them to

It fairly
Sturdy

1 BA
;NM

"

son Life in the Southwest.

their "CAPACITY' for retaining
their dressy appeartmce are characteristics worth considering when
you need footwear.

Received at

Santa Fe,
Will be in town

J.

Elks' Theater, Week of Nov. 21.
Tonight: "The Freshman."
Tuesday Night: World Series Baseball Pictures.
Friday Night: Richard and Pringle's Minstrels.
Saturday Night: "Arizona."

CABLES

t

ward s

fifty are fine
ANNUAL TOUR any

A Story of Ranch

of PROMINENT

Phone 92

e

ELK'S THEATRE

Mm m

Shoe Specialist

From Page Ont.)

ftnlE

The lasting quality of our Shoes,

WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

E

MADE

D. Sena as a committee to finish the
editing of the journal.
The Ways and Means Committee
recommended the payment of $5.50
carriage hire for bringing to the convention absent members last Thursday evening when the sergeants-at-arm- s
were sent out after them. Also
the payment of extra compensation to
the regular employes of the capitol, as
ordered by a previous resolution. The
report was adopted.
President Spiess appointed-Delegate- s
G W. Prichard, Jose D. Sena ''and
Acasio Gallegos to supervise the engrossing of the constitution.

years ago today Archbishop Lamy sang a pontifical high
mass in Loretto chapel and conferred
the sacred Palium on his successor,
Mr. Stanton
Miss Morrison
the Most Rev. J. B. Salpointe, formerMiss Foree ly Bishop of Tucson, Arizona. ArchMiss Ramona Baca
bishop Lamy was assisted by the Very
Rev. Father Eguillon, the vicar gener- Miss Anita Baca
and the Rev. Fathers J. H. Defouri,
;al;
Other
pastor of the church of Our Lady of
POSTAL TELEGRAPH-GQillERCIA- L
The Misses May Bergere, Consuelo Bergere, Lula Pankey, Nellie Harrison, Guadalupe, Jules Deraches., chaplain
of
St.
of
Vincent's
St
Sanitarium, and
Edith Hampel, Maude Palmer.
CLARENCE H. MACKAY, President
Michael's College; M. Roily, assistant
Time Present.
at the cathedral; M. A. S. Ribera and
Scenes: Act I: College Campus. Act II: Prof. Locke's Garden.
Act
J. A. Picard.
Delivery No.
Ill: The Astronomy Hall.
This was the laBt mass at which
BBSWWBtiaag
Archbishop Lamy pontificated. He reMusical Numbers.
tired then at the Ranchito and died
February 14, 18S8.
"Has Anybody Got a Kiss to Spare?"
Violet
"If Xo. I Met No. II"
Norden
"In the Light of the Silvery Moon"
Judith
'
Marke ,
Hay
"None of Them Has Anything on Me"
Mary Locke
"The Matinee Maids"
"The
N. Mex. ,
McGrath
"Any Little Girl"
"You Don't How Much You Have to Know"
Horace
Clog Dance
By George Baker
SATURDAY NOV. 26th.
corn-f- ed
Stevens and
"My Southern Rose"
"Vas iss Los Mit Louie?"
Miss Porter and Miss Locke
They
"Love Me Just Because"
Judith and Students
one .
Finale
The Company
Success 8 A. M.
Augustus Thomas' Popular
Special Announcement.

The Only Kind We Handle.

All Kinds of Shoes

(Continued

Miss Moore
Mr. King

Co-Ed-

DEPENDABLE SHOES

LAST HOUR CHANGES

Phone 92

YEARS AGO
ARCHBISHOP LAMY RETIRED.

TWENTY-FIV-

iicuonneu
Mr. J. Ervien
Mr. H. Ervien

Mr.

vention promises to be an interesti)
one and preparations are under tl
way for features not on the regul
legislative program.

Co-Ed-

I

Steel Cut Embossed Initial
Stationery

Picadilly" Jerome
j"I3ugs" Stevens
Tiny" Mcuratu
"Shorty" Grimes
"Bill Adams"
"Owl"' Griggs
iFrof. Locke Professor of Mathematics
i"01e" Horace Janitor-Emeritu-s
iMary Locke The Professor's Daughter
Judith Blair
'Hazel Porter, from "Bahston"
Violet "Who ain't no menial"

NOVEMBER 21, 1910.

THIS STORE
WILL CLOSE
AT 1:00 O'CLOCK
THANKSGIVING

AO

DAY.

N

